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VISION OF THE JOURNAL
International Journal of Advanced Dental Science and Research
(IJADSR) is a peer-reviewed journal that publishes original scientific
articles to support practice, education and research in the field of dentistry.
From our first issue, we have managed to record the progress of dental
science and have dedicated to extensive publication for the benefit of oral
health. It provides a forum for publishing manuscripts of scientific
importance from all fields of Dentistry and Oral Health. Original research
related to advancing the science and practice of dentistry will form the
core of the journal apart from reviews, interesting case reports, and
technical notes.

MANUSCRIPT CATEGORIES
Our journal addresses itself primarily to our students and post graduates,
researchers and teachers as well as todental practitioners involved in the
prevention and treatment of oral diseases. The journal publishes original
contributions of high scientific merit pertaining of dentistry and related
sciences in the following broad categories:

Reviews: These are the state-of-the-art reviews of basic and clinical
dentistry.Reviews should take a broad view of the field rather than merely
summarizing the authors own previous works.

Original Research: Original Research articles must conform to the highest
standards in the field with the aim of describing significant and original
experimental observations. It should also provide sufficient detail so that
the observations can be critically evaluated.

Case Reports/ Clinical innovation reports: We intend to publish significant
improvements in clinical practice such as a novel procedure, a
breakthrough in technology or any other practical approaches to treatment
that are within the scope of practice of dentistry.

EDITORIAL POLICY
Editor’s Responsibilities
Editors should evaluate manuscripts exclusively on the basis of their
academic merit. An editor must not use unpublished information in the
editor’s own research without the express written consent of the author.

Editors must ensure that each manuscript received by the journal is
reviewed for its intellectual content without regard to sex, gender, race,
religion, citizenship, etc. of the authors.

Editors should ensure the integrity of the publication review process. As
such, editors should not reveal either the identity of authors of manuscripts
to the reviewers, or the identity of reviewers to authors.

Editors must ensure that all the information related to submitted
manuscripts is kept as confidential before publishing.

Editorial Board Responsibilities
The Editor in chief is responsible for deciding which of the submitted
articles should be published.

The Editorial Board must ensure that information regarding manuscripts
submitted by the authors is kept confidential.

The Editorial Board should take reasonably responsive measures when
ethical complaints have been presented concerning a submitted manuscript
or published paper. They shall conduct proper and fair investigation into
ethical complaints.

Reviewer’s Responsibilities
Any manuscripts received for review must be treated as confidential
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documents. They must not be shown to or discussed with others except as
authorized by the editor.

Reviewers must not have conflicts of interest with respect to the research,
the authors or the research funding reported in the manuscript under review
with the respective reviewers.

Judgments by the reviewers should be as objective as possible. There
shall be no personal criticism of the author. The professional views of the
reviewers should be clearly expressed with supporting arguments.

In the event that a reviewer feels it is not possible for him/her to complete
review of manuscript within stipulated time then this information must
be communicated to the editor, so that the manuscript could be sent to
another reviewer

Author’s Responsibilities
Plagiarism in all its forms constitutes unethical publishing behaviour and
is unacceptable. Authors are responsible to ensure that their manuscript
is free of plagiarised contents of any kind.  If found guilty of plagiarism,
checked by the assigned Associate Editor who is handling a manuscript,
he/she holds every right to reject the manuscript or send it back to the
authors for necessary corrections.

They must ensure that the manuscript has not been submitted elsewhere.
Submitting the same manuscript to more than one journal concurrently
constitutes unethical publishing behaviour and is unacceptable.

Authorship should be limited to those who have made a significant
intellectual contribution to the conception, design, execution, or
interpretation of the reported study. The corresponding author should
ensure that all appropriate co-authors and no inappropriate co-authors
are included on the paper, and that all co-authors have seen and approved
the final version of the paper and have agreed to its submission for
publication.

If at any point of time, author discovers a significant error or inaccuracy
in submitted manuscript, then the error or inaccuracy must be reported to
the editor. If the editor or the publisher learns from a third party that a
published work contains a significant error, it is the obligation of the
author to promptly retract or correct the paper or provide evidence to the
editor of the correctness of the original paper.

Reviewers who are recommended by the authors should not be colleagues
from the same institutions.

The authors should ensure that nothing in the manuscript is obscene,
defamatory, violates any right of privacy or publicity, infringes any other
human, personal or other rights and confidentiality of any person or entity
or is otherwise unlawful and that the informed consent to publish has
been obtained from all research participants.

Addition or deletion of any author(s), or the order of the authors listed
during the initial submission will not be allowed after the acceptance of
the manuscript.

The correspondingauthor has the permission and authority on behalf of
the rest of the author(s) of the manuscript, to submit and for subsequent
correspondence with the Editorial boardof the journal.

The author(s) must confirm to full cooperation with the Editorial Board
or any authorized person by the board in relation to any legal action that
might arise from the publication of the manuscript.

TRANSFER OF COPYRIGHT
IJADSR accepts manuscripts that have not been published elsewhere
and are not under consideration for publication by other print or electronic
media. The authors should agree to transfer the copyright using the
prescribed copyright form.

Human and Animal Rights
Research involving human participants, human material, or human data,
must have been performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki
and must have been approved by an appropriate ethics committee. A
statement detailing this, including the name of the ethics committee and
the reference number where appropriate, must appear in all manuscripts
reporting such research. If a study has been granted an exemption from
requiring ethics approval, this should also be detailed in the manuscript
(including the name of the ethics committee that granted the exemption).

Further information and documentation to support this should be made
available to the Editor on request. Manuscripts may be rejected if the
Editor considers that the research has not been carried out within an
appropriate ethical framework. In rare cases, the Editor may contact the
ethics committee for further information.

Authors reporting the use of a new procedure or tool in a clinical setting,
for example as a technical advance or case report, must give a clear
justification in the manuscript for why the new procedure or tool was
deemed more appropriate than usual clinical practice to meet the patient’s
clinical need. Such justification is not required if the new procedure is
already approved for clinical use at the authors’ institution. Authors will
be expected to have obtained ethics committee approval and informed
patient consent for any experimental use of a novel procedure or tool where
a clear clinical advantage based on clinical need was not apparent before
treatment.

Experimental research on vertebrates or any regulated invertebrates must
comply with institutional, national, or international guidelines, and where
available should have been approved by an appropriate ethics committee.
The Basel Declaration outlines fundamental principles to adhere to when
conducting research in animals and the International Council for
Laboratory Animal Science (ICLAS)has also published ethical guidelines.

A statement detailing compliance with relevant guidelines and /or ethical
approval (including the name of the ethics committee and the reference
number where appropriate) must be included in the manuscript. If a study
has been granted an exemption from requiring ethics approval, this should
also be detailed in the manuscript (including the name of the ethics
committee that granted the exemption and the reasons for the exemption).
The Editor will take account of animal welfare issues and reserves the
right to reject a manuscript, especially if the research involves protocols
that are inconsistent with commonly accepted norms of animal research.
In rare cases, the Editor may contact the ethics committee for further
information.

Statement of Informed Consent
For all research involving human participants, informed consent to
participate in the study should be obtained from participants (or their
parent or legal guardian in the case of children under 16) and a statement
to this effect should appear in the manuscript.

Patients have a right to privacy that should not be infringed without
informed consent. Identifying information, including patients’ names,
initials, or hospital numbers, should not be published in written
descriptions and photographs, unless the information is essential for
scientific purposes and the patient (or parent or guardian) gives written
informed consent for publication. Informed consent for this purpose
requires that a patient who is identifiable be shown the manuscript to be
published. Identifying details should be omitted if they are not essential.
Complete anonymity is difficult to achieve, however, and informed consent
should be obtained if there is any doubt.

INSTRUCTION  TO AUTHORS
Authors should submit their manuscripts through the email to editor at
pushpagiridentaljournal@gmail.com. Once the article is received by the
editor, the author willbe acknowledged about the same. The manuscript
will be subjected to a peer review process. The authors willbe asked to
make revisions based onreviewer’s comments and should resubmit the
manuscriptafter making necessary corrections. Accepted papers will be
processed further and the decision regarding rejected manuscripts will be
communicated to the authors.

Preparing a Manuscript:
Manuscript should be typed inTimes New Roman with a font size of 10
and line spacing of 1 or 1.2.Tables and figures with legends must be
placed in between the text. It should be submitted as an email attachment
in Microsoft word,with page numbers appearing in the lower right-hand
corner of each page, beginning with the title page.The language of
manuscript must be simple andexplicit.

Articles are accepted under following headings:
a) Original Research Articles
b) Review Articles
c) Case Reports/Case Study

ORIGINAL RESEARCH ARTICLES
Total word count should not exceed3500  (excludingtables and figure
legends).
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Title page
It should carry the title, authors’ names and their affiliations (all authors
names and their respective affiliations should be given).

Title
Must be informative, specific and short and not exceed 150 characters.

Authors and affiliations
All authors names and their respective affiliations should be given.

Address for correspondence
The corresponding author’s address should be given in the title page. The
e-mail address and contact number of the corresponding author must be
provided.

Abstract
The abstract must be concise, clear and informative not exceeding 250
words. It must be in a structured form consistingof Objectives, Methods,
Results and Conclusionsbriefly explaining what was intended, done,
observedand concluded. Authors should state the mainconclusions clearly
and not in vague statements.

Key words
Provide 3-5 keywords which will help readers or indexing agencies in
cross-indexing the study. The words found in title need not be given as
key words.
Use terms from the latest Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) list of Index
Medicus. A more general term may be used if a suitable MeSH term is
not available.

Introduction
Give a concise background of the study. The most recent work that has a
direct bearing on the subject must be mentioned. Justification for research,
aims and objectives must be clearly mentioned without any ambiguity.
The purpose of the study should be stated at the end.

Material and Methods
This section should deal with the materials used and the methodology i.e,
how the work was carried out. The procedure adopted should be described
in sufficient detail to allow the experiment/study to be. The number of
subjects, the number of groups studied, the study design, sources of drugs
with dosage regimen or instruments used, statistical methods and ethical
aspects must be mentioned under the section.

The methodology must be described in sufficient detail (including
statistical methods). Give explicit descriptions of modifications or new
methods so that the readers can judge their accuracy, reproducibility and
reliability.

In case of clinical studies mention the details of ethical approval.

Results
The results should be stated concisely without comments. It should be
presented in logical sequence in the text with appropriate reference to
tables and/ or figures. Avoid discussions and conclusions in the results
section.

Discussion
This section should discuss the new and significant observations in the
light of previous work. The merits and demerits of the study must be
discussed. New hypotheses or recommendations can be put forth.

Conclusions must be drawn considering the strengths and weaknesses of
the study. They must be conveyed in the last paragraph under Discussion.
Make sure conclusions drawn tally with the objectives stated under
Introduction.

References
There is no specific requirement for reference writing during initial
submission. Authors are encouraged to use reference manager. If the
manuscript is accepted for publication, authors will be asked to fix the
reference according to the Vancouver reference style.

Tables
Each table must be self-explanatory and presented in such a way that
they are easily understandable without referring to the text. It should be
typed with double spacing and numbered consecutively with Arabic
numerals. Provide a short descriptive caption above each table with foot

notes and/or explanations underneath. The number of observations,
subjects and the units of numerical figures must be given. It is also
important to mention whether the given values are mean, median,
mean±SD or mean±SEM. All significant results must be indicated using
asterisks. Appropriate positions for the tables within the text may be
indicated.

Figures
Each figure must be numbered and a short descriptive caption must be
provided. All significant results should be indicated using asterisks. For
graphs and flow charts, it is not necessary to submit the photographs.
High resolution images should be attached in jpeg or tiff format. Raw
data for graphs must be submitted when the article is accepted for
publication. This will enable the editorial office to draw the graph on
computer and incorporate it in the text at an appropriate place. The legends
for the figures should be typed in a separate page. Figure legends should
clearly and concisely label and explain figures and parts of figures. In
multi-part figures, the legends should distinguish (a), (b), (c), etc.,
components of the figure. Note that if parts are identified in the legend as
(a), (b), (c), particularly for single figures composed of multiple panels,
these letters should be clearly labeled in the figure itself.

REVIEW ARTICLES
These should contain title page, summary (need not be structured) and
key words. The text should be written under appropriate sub-headings.
The authors are encouraged to use flowcharts, boxes, simple tables and
figures for better presentation.The total word count should not exceed
5000 andthe total number of figures and tables should not bemore than
10.

Review Articles should be structured as follows 1) Title page 2) Abstract
3) Key words 4) Introduction 5) Recent Advances 6) Research Gap 7)
Conclusion/ Summary 8) Acknowledgement 10) References 11) Tables
12) Figures.

Please note that it is the responsibility of the author(s) to obtain permission
from the copyright holder to reproduce figures (or tables) that have
previously been published elsewhere. In order for all figures to be open
access, authors must have permission from the rights holder if they wish
to include images that have been published elsewhere in non open access
journals. Permission should be indicated in the figure legend, and the
original source included in the reference list.

CASE REPORT / CASE STUDY
This section should report on clinically important case that authors might
have come across during their practice. The case report shall not exceed
3500 words. The case report should highlight important issues and the
outcome or recommendations suggested which improved the outcome in
patients.

MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION: CHECKLIST
• Cover letter
• Copyright statement signed by all authors
• Title page
• Title of manuscript
• Full name(s) and affiliations of author(s); institution(s) and city

(ies) from which the work originated.
• Name, address, telephone and e-mail address of corresponding

author
• Running title
• Number of pages, number of figures and number of tables.
• Abstract - in structured form along with title, key words and running

title.
• Article proper
• Acknowledgements (separate sheet)
• References
• Tables
• Figures/photographs and legends
• Permissions to reproduce published material.

If applicable, manuscript MUST be submitted with: (i) evidence of Ethics
approval, (ii) Acknowledgement, (iii) Conflict of interest statements, (iv)
Statement of Informed Consent, and (vi Author contribution statement.
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Dear all,

I am extremely happy and privileged while penning down this editorial
for the first issue of our journal titled as International Journal of Advanced
Dental Sciences and Research (IJADSR),which is being published by
Pushpagiri College of Dental Sciences, Kerala. This peer reviewed
quarterly publication would be an open access online journal commenced
with a purpose to provide a platform for promoting the academic works
from all disciplines of Dentistry globally and to share information about
new and significant research in Dentistry.

All papers published in the International Journal of Advanced Dental
Sciences and Research are subjectedto thorough peer review and scrutiny
from a list of acclaimed national and international reviewers.

The specialty of Dentistry has evolved a lot and spread its horizon widely
in the new millennium with a plethora of newer materials,
technologies,equipmentand innovations which revolutionized this noble
profession.

I have deep sense of gratitude towards the management of Pushpagiri
Institute for the unstinted support and encouragement, and the editorial
team for their whole-hearted diligent efforts to make this dream a reality.I
am fortunate to have experts from all specialities from different parts of
the world in our editorial team.

Let us foresee the possibility of tomorrow within the reality of today
and get motivated to work with a mission to accomplish the goal of
keeping abreast with the future. As I embark on this new journey, I request
all your support to promote and improve the quality of this maiden
venture so as to meet the level of global standards of publication.Please
do write to us your suggestions and reviews for the best outcome of this
journal.

Prof. Eapen Thomas
Editor in Chief, IJASDR

Editorial Desk
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EDITORIAL OFFICE:
Prof. Eapen Thomas, Dept. of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery

Pushpagiri College of Dental Sciences, Thiruvalla Kerala-689107
E-mail: editor.ijadsr@gmail.com, ijadsr.journal@gmail.com

http://collegeofdentalsciences.pushpagiri.in/journal
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I am heartened to know that Pushpagiri college of Dental Sciences is
bringing out an online journal by the name, International Journal of Ad-
vances in Dental Sciences and Research, IJADSR. It is indeed a proud
moment for the Pushpagiri Management. This peer reviewed quarterly
publication is planned with a vision to be one of the most recognized
journal in the years to come. Dentistry and dental profession have im-
mense scope in research and academics. I am sure this journal will serve
as a platform to bridge the gap and to meet the requirements of original
research and good quality articles. Under the efficient leadership of Prof.
Eapen Thomas, supported by a team of eminent specialists from various
specialties from across the globe, I am sure that this journal will reach
greater heights in spreading knowledge and bring laurels to Pushpagiri
Institute as well. As the CEO of Pushpagiri Institutes, my prayers and
blessing and wishes for the best outcome of this journal.

Rev. Fr. Jose Kallumalickal
Chief Executive Officer

Pushpagiri Group of Institutes
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It is indeed a proud moment for Pushpagiri college of Dental Sciences to
come out with an online journal International Journal of Advances in
Dental Sciences and Research, IJADSR. Dentistry and dental profession
is fast advancing with innovations and in the field of research. I am sure
this journal will widen the horizons of academics and research in the
field of dentistry and meet the qualities and standards required for global
acceptance in this competitive field of publications. I am sure that the
editorial team headed by Prof. Eapen Thomas and supported by an effi-
cient team of eminent specialists from various specialties from across
the globe, will transform this journal and serve as an excellent platform
for publishing articles and disseminating knowledge globally. As the
Director of Pushpagiri Institutes, on behalf of the management, I offer
all the support for the betterment of this academic venture and wish this
new venture all the very best.

Rev. Fr. Aby Vadakkumthala
Director, Pushpagiri Institutes

Message from Director

Message from CEO
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Message from Principal
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I am glad to learn that the Pushpagiri College of Dental Sciences is com-

ing out with a peer reviewed online journal of international standard giv-

ing  thrust for research in the field of oral health and dental sciences. As

advancements are taking at a fast pace in the above fields, the journals

currently available are not adequate enough to get articles of high stan-

dards getting published without delay. Currently the waiting period even

for original research articles are too long. This profoundly affect the dis-

semination of new knowledge. Hence there is need for more journals in

the current scenario. This online journal is going to fill this void. I am

absolutely sure that under the able leadership of Dr. Eapen Thomas as

the Chief Editor the editorial board has the vision and commitment to

take this journal forward in the coming years and to get international

acclaim as one among the best in the field. I wish the editorial team all

success.

Dr. K.George Varghese

Principal and Professor of Oral &Maxillofacial Surgery

Pushpagiri College of Dental Sciences, Thiruvalla
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WHAT IS KAP SURVEY?
A KAP survey is a representative survey of a target
population that aims to find what is known
(knowledge), believed (attitude), and done
(practiced) in the topic of interest. Knowledge is
the “acqusition, retention and use of information
or skills”.6Attitude is defined as “a psychological
tendency that is expressed by evaluating a
particular entity with some degree of favor or
disfavor”.7 It can also be any preconceived ideas
that they may have towards a problem or disease.
Understanding a topic includes both true and false
beliefs of the object, which can be changed by
education. As such there may be an overlap of
knowledge and attitude. Practice refers to “how
they demonstrate their knowledge and attitude
through their actions”. Understanding the levels
of Knowledge, Attitude and Practice enables an
efficient process of awareness creation to be
tailored more appropriately to the needs of the
community. Researchers assume that knowledge,
attitude, and practice are related and that
knowledge and attitude directly influence

Questionnaire development in a Knowledge,
Attitude and Practice survey

Sunu Alice Cherian1, Nisha Kurian2,
1Lecturer, Dept of Oral Medicine and Radiology, Pushpagiri College of Dental Sciences

2Assistant Professor (Biostatistics) Pushpagiri Institute of Medical Sciences and Research Centre

Original Article

Abstract BACKGROUND: Knowledge, Attitude and Practice (KAP) surveys originatedin the 1950s in the field of
family planning and population research.1,2In the 1960s and 1970s, they were used in Africa for the same
purpose. 3At this time, human behaviour and community studies rapidly grew to respond to the needs of
the primary health care approach adopted by international aid organizations. As such KAP surveys were
accepted in the methodologies used to investigate health related behaviourand health seeking practices and
continues to date. 4,5

preventive practice. The KAP surveys are widely
used becauseit is easy to design and conduct,
concise presentation of results, quantifiable data,
generalisability of small sample results to a wider
population, cross-cultural comparability, speed of
implementation, and the ease of training
enumerators. 8,9

USES OF A KAP SURVEY 10

· To identify baseline knowledge, gaps, cultural
beliefs, myths, misconceptions, attitudes, and
behavioral patterns that may identify needs,
problems to help plan and implement
interventions.

· To understand, analyze, and communicate
about topics or situations of interest.

· To provide information on needs, issues, and
barriers related to the development of
effective, locally relevant public health
interventions

· To measure post-intervention changes. Thus,
the effectiveness of intervention programs

Corresponding Author:
Sunu Alice Cherian
Lecturer, Dept of Oral Medicine and Radiology, Pushpagiri College of Dental Sciences, E-mail: djohn30@rediffmail.com
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that were aimed at correcting and changing
health-related knowledge, attitudes,
behaviors, and practice can rescue those
programs. Otherwise, these failures wouldbe
discovered only after program completion.

Information for the KAP study is collected using
semistructured or (more usually) structured
questionnaires that are self-administered or
administered by interviewers. The data can be
either qualitative or quantitative.11, 12

DESIGNING A QUESTIONNAIRE
‘A questionnaire is defined as “a list of
mimeographed or printed questions that is
completed by or for a respondent to give his
opinion”.13

The questionnaire provides the means of
collecting information about people’s beliefs,
knowledge, attitude, and behavior. Designing a
questionnaire is an artand requires careful
planning in their wording, format, and sequencing,
all of which can have important consequences for
the survey responses.The content of the
questionnaire should be prepared with the
objectives of the study in mind and should be
framed in a manner that will minimize bias and
best reflect knowledge, attitudes, and practices.

Types of Survey questions
1. Closed-ended questions: The respondent
chooses one or more answers that are specified
in the questionnaire. Closed questions are simple,
quick to answer, offer many options and easy for
statistical analyses. Responses are pre-defined in
the tool and carefully constructed to avoid biases.
Expansion of the answer or alternative views is
not possible. Respondents may tick at random to
answer. This type of questions fail to capture
differences and new information.

a) Numerical questions: Possible values are
included and responses are recorded as a
continuous numerical measurement (e.g. years of
age, kilograms, number of family members, etc.)
or split into discrete intervals (such as age groups)
as relevant. Numerical questions offer many

different options for analysis such as calculating
averages (mean, median and mode) and grouping.

b) Dichotomous:Questions that require the
respondent to choose between two alternatives
such as Yes/No, True/False, and Agree/Disagree.
Statistical analysis of dichotomous questions is
simple and the variables are often used for cross-
analyzing the results of other questions against
respondent profiles. Sometimes, ‘yes/no’
questions may lead to an overestimation (in many
cultures, an agreement is a form of politeness).

c) A nominal question has multiple-choice
responses that fall into discrete categories without
any relative value to one another. Responses may
be numbered on the questionnaire to facilitate data
entry, but the numbering does not have any
significance. (eg: gender, religion)

d) Ordinal (scaled) questions require respondents
to rank their answers. The maximum rank given
can be four or five. With more rankings,
respondents may lose track of their answers and
the questions become difficult to analyze. The
analysis will be of the most and the least important
answers. (eg: visual analogue scale, stages of
cancer)

e) Likert scale response categories on interval
levels measure opinions and attitudes. This type
of question should be pretested to ensure
participants can understand and apply the
categories. A scale with an even number of
answers forces respondents to choose between a
positive or negative answer whereas a scale with
an odd number of answers usually offers a
‘neutral’ response. Depending on the question and
context, A ‘neutral’ response category may provide
interesting data, confuse respondents, or simply
become a default answer for undecided
respondents, depending on the question and
context.  (eg: elderly patients are difficult to
manage in an outpatient setting: strongly disagree/
disagree/neutral/agree/strongly agree)

2. Open-ended questions: These questions do not
have distinct answer categories. The respondents

Sunu, et al.: Questionnaire development in a Knowledge, Attitude and Practice survey - IJADSR
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can answer with creativity and allows expression.
Responses may be written into a space provided
on the questionnaire and may either be pre-coded
or categorized later during analysis. For example:
What was your experience of visiting the dental
college? Open-ended questions give an in-depth
or nuanced appreciation of the respondent’s
opinion as they reply freely in their own words.
They are time-consuming and often challenging
to analyze so should be used in moderation

Designing response categories:14

Providing response options for ‘Don’t know’,
‘Any Other’ and ‘Non-response’ for every
question in a survey is advisable. Otherwise, the
respondents may be forced to provide an answer
they do not know or may not agree with any of
the answer categories provided, thus introducing
a bias to the results. The number of ‘don’t know’
or ‘non-response’ or ‘any other’ answers may
prove valuable to the analysis and interpretation
of findings. “Non-response” is important as some
respondents may not feel comfortable talking
about private matters and so must be able to opt-
out from answering any question in the survey
tool. If a large number of participants prefer “non-
response” to a given question, it is important to
analyze it to give an accurate interpretation of
findings, explore reasons for refusal and improve
response rates on future surveys.

Validity and reliability of the questionnaire:
Validity is the extent to which the data collection
strategies and instruments measure what they
purport to measure.15The questionnaire should be
understood by the respondent and relevant
answers given. A pilot study is required to ensure
that the questions are simple, clear, and accurate.
If required, changes can be made in a validated
form. A validated questionnaire developed at a
different time and country may not be a valid
measure in the group we are studying. Reliability
yields consistent results from the sample. 15If the
study is repeated by the same or another observer,
it should yield the same results (intra/inter-
observer reliability).

There is a proper technique to achieve validity

and reliability. This can be done by different
piecesof evidence: face, content, construct, and
criterion validity. Content validity verifies the
degree to which the instrument evidences a
specific domain of content.16,17 The validation is
two-phased: the phase for studying and
constructing the instrument and the phase when
the instrument is evaluated by specialists.If
content validity is acceptable it can proceed to
face validity.

Face Validity: An estimate of whether the item of
a questionnaire is appropriate, i.e: at face value,
does the researcher get the response in the way
he aims? It is done in two ways: One is the
interview or probe method. Here, the
questionnaire is administered to a random sample
(5-10% of the final sample size) and the researcher
discusseseach of the item with them, assessing
their understanding of each question and decides
on a final format. Second is a bilingual method:
When the questionnaire needs tobe translated into
a regional language, a bilingual expert assesses
the face validity and should be approved by
official translators. The translation should be
literal, adapt culturally and comprehensively
while maintaining the meaning and intent of the
original form. The questionnaire should be
translated into the target language by one
translator and then translated back to the source
language by another translater, who is blinded to
the original questionnaire. Then the translated
questionnaire should be compared to the original
and assess the agreement between both.

Construct validity allows verifying the meaning
of the test.18  Itrefers to the extent to which the
new questionnaire conforms (goes along with) to
existing ideas or hypothesis concerning the
concepts/constructs that are being measured. The
two tests commonly used for this measurement
are KR-20 and Cronbach’s alpha.18-20

Criterion validity: The effectiveness of the
questionnaire in predicting the outcomes of what
it measures is indicated. the individual’s
performance in the instrument must correlate with
the performance of the same individual when
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evaluated by another instrument that measures the
same behavior (criterion).16,20

PREPARATION OF THE QUESTIONS
Questions included in the Knowledge
sectionshould test the knowledge ofrespondents
on problem/disease. There should be both
closed-ended and open-ended questions.
Questions included in the Attitude section should
gauge the prevailing attitudes, beliefs,
andmisconceptions in the population about the
problem/disease. Statements should be
provided,and respondents should indicate the
extentto which they agree with those statements,
on apre-determined scale (strongly disagree,
moderatelydisagree, neutral, moderately agree,
strongly agree).Questions in the Practice section
shouldassess the practices of the
populationregarding the problem/disease. This
should include both closed-ended and open-
ended questions.

SCORING THE QUESTIONNAIRE14

Logically, a KAP questionnaire is scored
separately for knowledge, attitudes, and practice
as they describe different constructs that cannot
be summated into a unified construct. Scoring
for the knowledge items are simple. For example,
a score for each can be given as: “correct
answer”-1,”Don’t know” or “wrong answer”-0.
Scoring of attitude items are done by assigning
a score of 1 for a positive response and a score
of 0 for any other response. Summation would
yield a total scale positive/negative attitude
score. After the total score is computed, it can
be interpreted in the context of the maximum
possible score. For example, if the mean
knowledge score is 7 and if the maximum
possible knowledge score is 14, it can be inferred
that only half of the knowledge questions were
correctly answered by the average respondents.
No cut-off should be assigned to thetotal
scores.The reason for this is that nobody is
perfect, and so who is to decide how much a
member of the surveyed group, should know?
Scoring and analysis of responses to the practice
subscale are done similarly.

INFORMED CONSENT AND
CONFIDENTIALITY
The need of the survey should be explained to
the respondents and any suggestions or queries
answered. A written informed consent of the
respondent should be sought before the
distribution of the questionnaire. Confidentiality
of the respondents’ identity and his/her responses
should be guaranteed. The respondent’s choice
to accept or refuse to participate in the survey
should be respected.

LIMITATION OF KAP SURVEYS
Knowledge, attitudes and behaviours are complex
and survey questionnaires often fail to capture
important nuances:

KAP surveys cannot prove causal relationships:
Causality means that you can prove that a specific
characteristic or variable (e.g. participation in a
program, education level, belief, etc.) is the cause
of a given outcome or effect (such as behaviour)
Instability of attitudes:Attitudes are not stable over
long periods.21 Responseschange depending on the
situation and other circumstances. They cannot
be considered as reliable indications of stable
viewpoints.

Self recall vs objective measurement:A KAP
survey is based on self-reportedstatements, not
objective measurements. Responses can be
influenced by thejudgment, cooperation, and
memory of the respondent as well as by the
surveyor’sskills, 22 Gaps may exist between what
is said and what is done.

Scientific validation:Knowledge and attitudes
refer to psychosocial and subjective concepts and
it is not possible to validate the results in KAP
surveys because no objectivebenchmark or
reference exists.

TIPS FOR A WELL-DESIGNED
QUESTIONNAIRE
· The order in which questions are presentedare

important.Questions should progress logically
from the least sensitive to the most sensitive,
from the factual and behavioralto the
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cognitive, and from the more general to the
more specific.Researchers also recommend
putting routine questions, such as age, gender,
and marital status, at the end of the
questionnaire.Questions that are more central
to the research topic should be asked early.

· Use of professional jargon or specialized
terms should be avoided especially in surveys
of the general population.

· Double-barreled questions, which ask two
questions in one, should never be used in a
survey.

· Words in the question and response option
text should be at the appropriate reading level
for the respondents. The use of complex
sentences should be avoided.

· Leading questions (loaded or biased)should
be avoided.

· The questionnaire should be kept to a
reasonable length and only include questions
that are central to the research question(s).
The length should be appropriate to the mode
of administration. For example, in general,
online surveys are shorter than surveys
administered in-person

.
· The answer to a question should not be

influenced by previous questions.

· Use filter questions to determine whether or
not respondents have enough knowledge or
experience to respond to subsequent questions

· Avoid unanswerable questions that ask the
respondent to recall information that may be
difficult or impossible to recall with accuracy.
For example, how many times did you sanitize
your hands last week?

A poorly-developed questionnaire leads to poor
or useless data and invalidates the study. Aim to
ensure that the questions can be understood by
anyone, regardless of their educational level.
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INTRODUCTION
Oral cancer is a major health problem in some
parts of the world, especially in developing
countries. Worldwide, the annual incidence
exceeds 3,00,000 new cases. The main risk factors
are tobacco and alcohol.

Oral carcinoma is a global health problem with
arising prevalence and mortality rates. It constitutes
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Abstract OBJECTIVE: This study was undertaken to analyze the prevalence rates of premalignant lesions and
conditions in Pushpagiri College of dental sciences in the year 2014 to 2017 November, among the age
group of 0 to 40 years.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: This is a single institutional retrospective study conducted at Pushpagiri
College of dental sciences from 2014 to 2017, with respect to age, sex and histopathological findings.

RESULT:  95 patients where reported for oral premalignant lesions and conditions. Of these, 37 patients
were diagnosed with oral lichen planus, 9 patients were diagnosed with leukoplakia, 11 patients were
diagnosed with candidiasis, 24 patients were diagnosed with nicotinapalatina, 9 patients were diagnosed
with oral sub mucous fibrosis and 5 patients were diagnosed with actinic keratosis.

The frequency of oral premalignant lesion and condition according to age groupis,15-25 years, the number
of patients reported was 13 (13.7%), 26-35 years, the number of patients reported was 45(47.4%), 36-40
years, the number of patients reported was 37 (38.9%).

The frequency of oral premalignant lesion and condition according to gender is, female 33 i.e., 34.7% and
male 62i.e., 65.3%.

CONCLUSION; Lichenplanus constitutes the highest number of patients, among the people who were
affected by oral premalignant lesions and conditions. Also patients of age group 26 to 35 years, reported
most number of cases. Also males are more prone to oral premalignant lesion and conditions.

the largest group of malignancies in the Indian sub-
continent with an incidence rate as high as 30 to 40
percentage, posing a significant challenge to health
services, both preventive and diagnostic. Data from
the National Cancer Registry program of the Indian
Council of medical research has confirmed the fact
that oral cancer is indeed a common form of cancer
in India. It is the most prevalent cancer in males as
well asthird most common in females.
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In this study the prevalence rates of oral
premalignant lesions and conditions reported in
PushpagiriCollege of dental sciences, in the year
2014 to 2017, November, among age group of 0
to 40 years is analyzed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This is a single institutional retrospective study from
2014 to 2017 November, undertaken at the
Department of oral medicine and radiology.
Case sheets where collected among the reported cases
of premalignant lesion and conditions which were
diagnosed at the Department of oral medicine and
radiology during this period of 4 years. The diagnosis
was confirmed using biopsy reports. Data was
collected yearwise in the context of age and sex. 

RESULTS
A total of 95 patience where diagnosed with
premalignant lesions and conditions for the past
4 years from 2014 to 2017 November. Of these
reports, lichenplanus rates the highest 38.9%,
followed by nicotinapalatina 25.3%, Candidiasis
11.6 %, leukoplakia 9.5%, oral sub mucous
fibrosis 9.5% and actinic keratosis 5.3%.

According to sex wise distribution among these
37 patients who were reported with lichenplanus,
12 patients where male and 25 patients where
female.Among the 9 patients who were reported
with leukoplakia, 9 patients where male and none
where female.Among the 11 patients who were
reported with candidiasis, 6 patients where male
and 5 patients where female. Amongthe 24
patients who were reported with nicotinapalatina,
23where male and 1 was female patient. Among
the 9 patients who were reported with oral sub
mucous fibrosis, 8 patients where male and
1patient was female. Among the5 patients who
were reported with actinic keratosis,4 were mail
and only 1 was female.

The frequency of oral premalignant lesion and
condition according to age group is, 15-25 years,

the number of patients reported was 13 (13.7%),
26-35 years, the number of patients reported was
45(47.4%), 36-40 years, the number of patients
reported was 37 (38.9%).

The frequency of oral premalignant lesion and
condition according to gender is, female 33 i.e.,
34.7% and male 62 i.e., 65.3%.

Fig 1: Distribution of participants according
to gender

Fig: Distribution of premalignant lesions

DISCUSSION
In the last 4 years, 95 cases where diagnosed as
oral premalignant lesions and conditions in
Pushpagiri College of dental sciences, over the
time period of 2014 to 2017 November. Among
this lichen planusrates the highest. This study is
similar with the study of Mary et al. NO sexual
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predilection is noted in the skin form of lichen
planus, but women are twice as likely to get the
oral form than men. In our study to women counts
about 25 patients whereas malescount for about
12 patients. Lype et al linked the occurrence of
lichen planuswith spicy foods, citrus juices and
tomatoes. In our study too, as Kerala is rich with
spices, spicy foods may aggravate symptoms, if
there are open sores in the mouth. Gangene et al
states that oral lichen planus is more scene in
females who are more vulnerable to stress. Our
study also shows the similar findings.

Since, the oral cavity is more accessible to
complete examination, it could be used in
early detection of precancerous and cancerous
lesions. But either due to ignorance or
inaccessibility of medical care, these diseases
usually get detected in the later stages. Use of
screening and detection such a vital stain,
visualizationaids, have been reported to increase
the number of cases diagnosed at an early stage

or even in premalignant stage. Development of
molecular markers may improve the early
diagnosis and in predicting treatment response.
Strategies and measures must be adopted to
prevent smoking and use of smokeless tobacco
products.

Measures should be taken at municipality or
panchayat levels, under the Health Department
of the state to conduct screening camps and
tobacco cessation awareness classes among the
local population. Early detection and early
management are the main factors which govern
the deadliness of oral cancer.
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INTRODUCTION
Orbital floor fractures are relatively less common
in midfacial injuries. It can occur as a part of
zygomatico-maxillary complex fracture (57.4%) or
as an isolated orbital floor fracture up to21.4%1.
Lang in 1889 was the first to record a description
of a case of orbital blow out fracture with
enophthalmos. In 1957, Smith and Regan coined
The term “Blow Out fracture” was 1st coined by .
Smith defined the term as fracture of the floor of
the orbit which may be accompanied by
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Abstract Aim: The aim of the study was to evaluate the efficacy of autogenous mandibular symphysis bone graft for
reconstruction of orbital floor fractures by assessing clinical and radiological features.

Methods: Eight numbers of cases of orbital floor fracture which was indicated for ORIF was reconstructed
using mandibular symphysis bone graft. The patients were under age group of 18 – 65 years who were
admitted in Pushpagiri Institute of Medical Sciences.

Results & Discussion: The compiled data was analyzed. The overall results were good considering all the
parameters. The orbital volume of injured eye was able to bring back to same as that of uninjured eye.
There was difficulty in adaptation of graft material and required more time for procedure.

Conclusion: From this case series we had concluded that even though the graft material was autogenous
and highly biocompatible there was difficulty in adaptation of graft, bulkiness of graft, difficulty of stabilization
of graft and took more time for surgery. Hence, autogenous symphysis bone graft can be used as a viable
alternative for orbital floor reconstruction for defects lesser than 2 cm2.

Keywords: Diplopia; Enophthalmos; Orbital blow out; Mandibular symphysis graft

displacement of the orbital contents into the
maxillary sinus. Based on the involvement of the
orbital rim fracture along with floor fracture,
Converse and Smith in 1960 introduced the concept
of pure blow out and impure blow out fractures 2,3.

Orbital blow out fracture can lead to diplopia,
enophthalmos, increase in orbital volume. The
treatment consists of spanning the floor defect
with a material that can provide structural support
and restore orbital volume.
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A prospective clinical study was conducted in our
centre to evaluate the efficacy of autogenous
mandibular symphysis bone graft for
reconstruction of orbital floor fracture by
assessing the restoration of increased orbital
volume, change in diplopia, change in eye
movement restriction, ocular level assessment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients who are admitted in Pushpagiri Medical
College and Hospital with orbital blow out
fractures indicated for ORIF diagnosed on the
basis of clinical and radiographic examinations.
CT scan was taken to assess the difference in
orbital volume from the uninjured eye. Presence
of diplopia, eye movement restriction and
enophthalmos was noted. Patients who had
communited fractures, patient who did not give
consent for surgery and who were lost for follow
up were excluded from the study. All the surgeries
were done by sameoperator.

Operative Technique
Routine aseptic procedures are adopted prior to
surgery under general anaesthesia in all patients
included in the study. Temporary tarsorraphy done
using 3-0 silk. Incision marked. (Figure 1) Local
anaesthesia with adrenaline (1:2,00,000) injected
at surgical site. Orbital floor approached through
subtarsal incision. (Figure 2) Fracture site
identified. (Figure 3) Herniated contents released
and defect size estimated with a template.
Vestibular incision placed on labial vestibule of
mandible from central incisor to canine region or
canine to canine region depending on the
requirement of the graft size (Figure 4).
Mandibular Symphysis region exposed markings
placed in the bone by postage stamp technique.
(Figure

5) Bone graft harvested from mandible based on
the template design. (Figure 6) Bone graft placed
in defect on orbital floor. Stabilized using titanium
plate and screws in selected cases. (Figure 7)
Tissues approximated and layer by layer wound
closure done using 3-0 vicryl and skin closure
done with 4-0 nylon. (Figure 8)
Tarsorraphyreleased.

PARAMETERS OF STUDY
All the parameters which were assessed pre
operatively were assessed post operatively after
24 hours, 7 days, 1 month and 6 months.

CT based orbital volume assessment
CT based orbital volume was assessed of both
uninjured and injured eye preoperatively and post
operatively.

Intraoperative Time Assessment
The time taken from incision placement to closure
of incision was assessed. The minimum time taken
was 74 minutes and maximum was 88 minutes
with an average of 79.25 minutes.

Diplopia
Preoperatively out of 8 patients 6 patients had
diplopia and 2 did not have diplopia. Post
operatively diplopia was assessed at 24 hrs, 7 days,
1 month, 2 month and 6 month time interval.

Ocular level difference
Preoperatively and post operatively ocular level
was assessed using facial photographs.

Enophthalmos
Out of 8 patients 5 patients had enophthalmos
preoperatively which were assessed
postoperatively at above mentioned time intervals.

Donor site complication
Presences of any donor site complication such as
mental nerve paresthesia or infection were also
assessed post operatively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The parameters were studied and the results are
discussed here. 8 cases were studied here. The
study samples consisted of 2 females and 6 males
with mean age of 36.75 (SD =8.582) The clinical
preoperative and postoperative photographs of a
patient with orbital blow out fracture which has
been corrected with autogenous mandibular
symphysis bone graft is shown in figure 9 and
figure10
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CT based orbital volume assessment
The CT based orbital volume assessment showed
that almost same volume of uninjured eye was
able to restore in the injured eye. The mean change
was 30.91 cm3. (Graph 1). This is in agreement
with study done by Anitha et al4. The results are
given in graph 1. The pre- operative and post-
operative CT scan are shown in figure 11 and 12.

Figures & Graphs

Figure 1: Incision marked

Figure 2: Subtarsal incision

Figure 3: Fracture site identified

Figure 4: Mandibular symphysis exposed

Figure 5: Markings placed using postage stamp
technique

Figure 6: Bone graft harvested
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Figure 7: Graft stabilised at fracture site

Figure 8: Wound closure

Figure9:Preoperative       Figure 10:Postoperative

Figure 10: preoperativeCTscan

Figure 11: Postoperative CTscan

Graph 1

Intraoperative Time Assessment
The average time taken was 79.25 minutes which
was in agreement with study conducted by Garg
et al5, who reported an average operationg time
of 76 minutes. More time was consumed as there
were two surgical sites; 1 extraoral site and 1
intraoral site. More time was needed for
contouring of graft to desirable size and form
according to the floor defect and stabilisation of
graft.

Diplopia
In our study 6 out of 8 patients (75%) had diplopia
preoperatively. This incidence was also observed
in a study conducted by Anitha et al4. Diplopia
resolved completely in 4 out of 6 patients in 24
hours postoperatively. Mild diplopia persisted in
2 patients out of 6 probably due to inflammatory
congestion in peribulbar area. However the
unrestricted eye movements were confirmed intra
operatively by forced duction test. During 1 week
postoperative follow up further improvement
noticed (1 out of 2 had diplopia). After 1 month
follow up all  patients recovered completely from
diplopia and had unrestricted eye movements in
all directions which explains the role of
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inflammatory peribulbar congestion probably the
cause of persisting diplopia in the early post-
operativeperiod.

Ocular level difference
The increased orbital volume associated with or
without inferior displacement of orbital floor
would create the difference in ocular level.
Preoperatively out of 8 patients 4 patients had
ocular level difference. All patients recovered
from ocular level difference from 24 hour post
op onwards. Our finding was in concurrence with
studies on orbital blow out fractures by Krishnan
et al and Montazem et al6,7.

Enophthalmos
Enophthalmos is measured using hertel
exophthalmometer. For every 1 ml of increase in
orbital volume there is 1.5 mm of enophthalmos.
However in our study the degree of enophthalmos
was not ascertained. Presence or absence of
enophthalmos was only noted.

Preoperatively 5 out of 8 patients had
enophthalmos. Restoration of orbital volume
following surgery corrected the enophthalmos in
all the cases. Our finding was in contrary to study
conducted on orbital blow out reconstruction by
Al-Sukhun et al8wherein postoperative
enophthalmos was noted in patients whose orbit
was reconstructed using autogenous bone graft.

Donor site complication
Harvesting Symphysis bone graft is often
associated with minor transient morbidities
including paresthesia, accidental damage of tooth,
wound dehiscence, infection, hematoma etc. In
our study 4 out of 8 patients had transient donor
site complications such as paresthesia which
resolved in 1 month time. This is in agreement
with study conducted by Montazen et al7.
However judicious graft harvesting can often
reduce the post-operative morbidity.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
From our study we had concluded that autogenous
symphysis bone graft had met all the requirements
of a graft material for reconstruction of orbital
floor fracture. Even though it took more time for
procedure and difficulty in adaptation and had
little donor site morbidity which was statistically
insignificant; the autogenous nature of bone graft

and its biocompatibility cannot be overlooked.
Further detailed studies comparing all the
materials available for orbital floor reconstruction
would certainly throw more light into this part of
reconstruction and provide a gold standard
regarding the material of choice.
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INTRODUCTION
Bioactive glasses are a class of biomaterials that
is used in the fields of dentistry and orthopedics.1

The first bioactive glass was introduced in 1969
by Hench at the University of Florida.2Forty five
years ago, these glasses changed the functions and
capabilities of biomaterials by inducing a strong
response after implantation in the human body
from bioinert to bioactive. A substance may be
labeled as bioactive if a strong chemical bond
between the implanted material and a soft or hard
tissue results from the above-mentioned biological
reaction. Remineralization is a process that
involves restoring the dental structure of lost
mineral ions, which allows the crystalline
structure to be reinforced and functional.3A set
of factors such as structure, particle size,
chemistry of the released elements and the ability
of tissues to react to these agents determine the
interaction of materials with dental tissues.4

Instead of replacing them with inert synthetic
materials, today’s dentistry seeks to patch
damaged tissues and return them to their natural

state. The science of materials not only studies
the possible toxicity of materials, but focuses
primarily on the particular tissue responses that
they can cause.5 New materials have arisen, like
bioactive glass, involving the development of
techniques for remineralizing dental structures,
and a new paradigm has been proposed in
healthcare in recent years. 6

Composition of Bioactive Glass (BAG)
Originally, BAG was trademarked as Bioglass®
45S5, consisting of 45% SiO2, 24.5% Na2O,
24.5% CaO, and 6% P2O5.

7 Class A BAGs was
predominantly 40-52 percent SiO2, 10-50 percent
CaO and 10 percent to 35 percent Na2O. In
addition, 2-8 percent P2O5, 0-25 percent CaF2, or
0-10 percent B2O3 can contain the glass
composition. Class B glasses are usually bioinert,
with a silica content of > 60% by weight.8 In
addition, recognized biocompatible and bioactive
minerals, including fluorapatite (FAP),
wollastonite, diopside, and tricalcium phosphate,
may also be used in BAG.9,10
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Commercially, the alkali-free (especially Na-free)
BAG with a composition of 70% diopside, 10%
fluorapatite and 20% tricalcium phosphate is
referred to as FastOs®BG. Sodium-free BAG
however was manufactured and shown to have
the same dissolution and bioactivity as traditional
BAG.11 In addition, the rate of degradation and
apatite formation has been shown to be highly
influenced by the glass silica network’s
connectivity and the amount of phosphate.
Additionally, to alter bioactivity and antimicrobial
properties, ions of Si, P, Sr, Cu, Ag, Zn, and F
may be added.12

For bioactivity, the presence of phosphate, or
P2O5, was earlier assumed to be necessary.
Bioactive phosphate-free glasses, however have
refused this assumption.13 MgO and K2O can
replace both CaO and Na2O, respectively. The
formation of apatite is stimulated by the presence
of MgO. To influence the surface reaction and
melting properties, Al2O3 and B2O3 can be also
added.14Improved antimicrobial properties may be
obtained by Ag but high concentrations are
cytotoxic.15Fluoride is especially important in
improving the bioactivity of dental applications
by creating more acid-resistant fluorapatite rather
than hydroxyapatite and BAG-conjugated fluoride
can increase dentin remineralization and reduce
the risk of degradation of the dentin matrix.16, 17

Preparation of Bioactive Glass
Melt-Prepared Glasses18

The ûrst bioactive glass, indeed the ûrst artiûcial
bioactive material, was a glass of the Na2O–CaO–
P2O5–SiO2 system reported by Hench et al. in
1971.7 This glass, later denoted Bioglass 45S5
contains 45% SiO2, 24.5%. Na2O, 24.5% CaO,
6% P2O5, and 45% SiO2 (in wt%).The synthesis
of this MPG, is schematically depicted in the top
of Fig. 1. This route includes the mixture of the
stoichiometric amounts of the different
precursors, that is, SiO2, P2O5, Na2CO3, and
CaCO3, the melting at temperatures close to 1400
°C and the subsequent quenching in a graphite
mold (for rods or monoliths preparation) or in
water (frit).

Solgel Glasses19

 Solgel glasses exhibiting in vitro bioactivity were
first synthesized in 1991 by Li et al . In the medium
part of Fig. 1, the solgel synthesis of a bioactive
glass is schematically depicted. This route starts
with the preparation of a sol, obtained by mixing
in aqueous medium (generally including an acid
or basic catalyst) different precursors, namely
tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), triethyl phosphate
(TEP), and calcium nitrate tetrahydrate as sources
of SiO2, P2O5, and CaO, respectively. The
hydrolysis and polycondensation processes at
room temperature yield to the formation of a gel
which is aged, dried, and stabilized at slightly
different conditions depending on the authors. In
the Fig. 1, experimental conditions often used by
our group for the SGGs synthesis are indicated.

Template Glasses
Template Glasses constitute a new generation of
structurally unique materials exhibiting order on
the mesoscopic scale (2–50 nm) and disorder on
the atomic scale. The pore channels formed within
the glasses are separated by amorphous silica
walls and arranged periodically on lattices like
the atoms in ordinary crystals. Figure 2 represents
an illustrative overview concerning the main
differences between a SGGs and TGs20,21,22
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Properties of Bioactive Glass
· Bioactive substance may interfere with the

biological environment, such as forming a
hydroxyapatite layer with a bond that forms
between the tissue and the material.24

· The bioinert materials do not evoke unique
responses or interfere with the biological
environment.

· May be osteoconductive or osteoinductive25

· Has a higher surface area with a greater rate
of dissolution and hence faster apatite
formation.26

· The composition of the glass may not be
favorable for the manufacture of porous
scaffolds due to weak mechanical properties,
such as too brittle.27,28

Clinical Applications of Bioactive Glasses in
restorative dentistry

1) Dental adhesives
Dental adhesives make it possible to achieve
adhesion, or bonding, of a compound or material,
such as dental composite or orthodontic brackets,
to natural tooth tissue. Bonding of dental resin
composite to tooth overcomes the challenge of
adhering hydrophobic resin composite to the
hydrophilic tooth surface29

A smear layer mainly contains tooth material and
bacterial remains covering the surface and
occluding the dentinal tubules, is formed by the
tooth preparation . Acid-etching is performed in
order to eliminate the smear layer and to open up
the dentinal tubules and the collagen network for
better penetration of the components of the
bonding resin. However the low pH of the etchant

can induce matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)
activation that degrades the collagen network of
dentine. In etched dentine, improperly penetrated
resin interfaces can therefore contribute to the
deterioration of the hybrid interface layer, reduced
bond strength with an increased risk of material
degradation, and bond failure.30,31,32, 33

Biosilicate®, a crystallized bioactive glass-
ceramic (Na2O 23.75 percent weight, CaO 23.75
percent weight, SiO2 48.5 percent weight, and
P2O5 4.0 percent weight), was recently
published.34. It has been used as an adjunctive
treatment of dentin hypersensitivity and for the
total-etch adhesive bonding system.35 Biosilicate®
particles react with the tissue within the dentinal
tubules when in contact with dentin, resulting in
hydroxyapatite dentinal occlusion and thus
providing a stronger bond.36 A Biosilicate®
suspension has been shown to improve the bond
strength of both mineralized and demineralized
dentin adhesive systems when added prior to
application.37Compared to the adhesive without
BAG, the incorporation of niobophosphate BAG
fillers into the commercial adhesive achieved
greater microhardness . No compromise was made
on the mechanical properties. In addition, there
was noted apatite formation.38

2) Enamel Remineralization
With routine plaque removal and fluoride, early
caries lesions that have yet to cavitate, such as
white spot lesions (WSLs), can be arrested and
remineralized. Fluoride is commonly used to
prevent caries and facilitate remineralization in
toothpaste, varnishes, and mouth rinse. The milk
protein-derived casein phosphopeptide-
amorphous calcium phosphate (CPP-ACP),
known commercially as Recaldent, is an
alternative to fluoride.39. The best WSL
remineralization, however was achieved using a
combination of CPP-ACP and fluoride.39

Conversely, the application of BAG will
remineralize WSLs.40 Concerning the
remineralization of WSLs, Bioglass® 45S5 has
been extensively studied. Compared to topical
fluoride and CPP-ACP therapy, Taha et al
assessed the efficacy of bioactive glasses in
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inducing remineralization. They concluded that
bioactive glasses could improve the
remineralization of enamel more successfully and
quickly.41

Novamin® has the same structure as Bioglass®

45S5, but with an average particle size of 18 µm
and is used for remineralization and
hypersensitivity reduction as the active ingredient
in the commercial toothpaste, Sensodyne.42 The
pH is increased by these ions and results in
calcium phosphate precipitation and
mineralization into hydroxyapatite as traditional
BAG.43 In addition, fluoride-doped BAG has
shown potential for dental applications such as
toothpaste and restorative products. Over an
observational duration of 6 months, BAGs doped
with 2.5 percent, 5 percent and 7.5 percent mol
fluoride showed steady daily fluoride release
above 1.2 ppm.44,45,46A BAG with a combination
of high phosphate and fluoride content,
commercially known as BiominF®, resulted in the
formation of CaF2 instead of fluorite, FAP. The
high phosphate content of all essential ions of FAP,
Ca5 (PO4)3F, serves as a source of delivery.47 Using
micro-CT, the remineralization efficacy of
BiominF® was compared to that of BAG-
containing dentifrice and Novamin® in vitro.
Better remineralization at 5 min and 24 h was
shown by BiominF®.48

3) Restorative Materials
In appearance, shape, and function, the restorative
materials currently available can replace and
mimic the tooth, but lack bioactive properties.
Glass ionomer cement or resin composite
undergoes some degree of polymerization
shrinkage during a cavity reconstruction which
can lead to microleakage and secondary caries.49,50

In addition, during the removal of caries, the
tissue-saving approach can leave residual bacteria
in affected tissue.51 One of the areas of dental
biomaterials research has been the development
of dental restorative materials capable of
remineralizing or repairing demineralized dentin
after bacterial invasion. By creating a tight bond,
the longevity of dental restorations can be
achieved to the tooth and a bacteria-hostile

environment. Bonding agents with bioactive
properties may provide a sealed interface through
precipitation of hydroxyapatite.52BAG was first
incorporated as a filler content of 72 percent into
a resin composite in the non-silanated 5, 10, and
15 percent weight format. After two months of
exposure to bacterial challenges its mechanical
property was greater than control group.
Compared to commercially available resin
composites, the BAG composites demonstrated
cytotoxicity because of the release of unreacted
monomers.53,54

Flowable resin composite materials with BAG
have been shown to inhibit oral microbe growth,
including E. coli andS. mutans without weakening
the bond strength.55Antimicrobial and bioactive
characteristics exhibit resin composites of BAG
filler particles, which are instrumental in the
prevention of secondary caries. Their mechanical,
optical or adhesive properties may however, be
compromised.53 Silanization of filler particles for
enhanced mechanical properties is used in
conventional resin composites57,58

Resin composites with BAG and fluoride increased
remineralization of dentin and at the dentin
interface prevented enzymatic degradation .56

Glass ionomer cement (GIC) consists primarily
of fluoride-aluminosilicate glass and polyacrylic
acid and can be modified for better mechanical
properties, greater adhesion and lower solubility.
GIC is known for its release of fluoride,
remineralizing characteristics and direct chemical
bonding to the tooth. To control remineralization,
BAG particles were integrated into GIC
formulations.59, 60A GIC based on BAG and
polyacrylic acid showed the similar acid-base
reaction for setting between glass particles and
polyacrylic acid as that of the conventional GIC .
It is suggested that the iron-rich matrix formed
during the setting of GIC forms an osmotic
gradient that allows water to be absorbed by the
matrix. This water absorption creates an aqueous
environment for BAG particles to
react.61Bioactivity was greater with BAG
rmGIC.62 At the dentin-restoration interface, a
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uniform layer of calcium phosphate formed on
the surface of BAG-rmGIC and mineral
deposition was noted. There were similar
depositions in deeper parts of the dentinal tubules.
BAG-rmGIC seemed promising from these results
for remineralization.63 The low nanoparticle BAG
(nBAG) rmGIC improved the material’s flexural
strength, while high concentrations showed
adverse effects on the mechanical properties due
to decreased bonding between the particles of
glass and the resin matrix.64 The mechanical
characteristics were impaired, despite the
bioactive and antimicrobial properties exerted by
the incorporation of BAG particles into GICs. This
can limit the possible clinical applications of
BAG-rmGIC to areas with low mechanical stress
and bioactivity requirements, such as root surface
fillings and liners.65, 66

4) Pulp Capping and Root Canal Therapy
The interest of BAG is also present in endodontic
management . For an exposed dental pulp
indicated for partial pulpotomy or pulp capping,
the choice of a pulp-capping material is important
among other factors that determine the treatment
success.67, 68, 69 It should be able to provide a tight
seal for a pulp-capping material, be
biocompatible, antibacterial, and simple to
handle. In addition, the creation of a dentin bridge
to protect the pulp should be encouraged.
Although the dentin bridge formed by calcium
hydroxide (CH) is incomplete due to tunnel-like
defects, it has been used in many endodontic
applications, such as pulp capping. Other notable
disadvantages of calcium hydroxide are long
setting time and delicate handling during
application.68 Due to its putative property of
dentinogenesis, BAG was inspected for pulp
capping.. In an in vitro analysis, the ions released
by sol-gel nanoporous BAG particles did not
inhibit human dental pulp stem cell (hDPSC)
formation, but showed a high density of
mineralized nodules.69

When used for direct pulp capping, sol-gel derived
BAG stimulated the production of a dense dentin
bridge with inflammatory responses similar to
mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA), as shown in

mechanically exposed rat pulps.70 In contrast to
sol-derived BAGs, more unfavorable
inflammatory responses have been found using
melt-derived BAG powders.71

Root canal treatment is suggested once
microorganisms have entered the pulp. In
addition to a tight coronal seal, a strong and
dimensionally stable root filling material that
prevents bacterial leakage is required.72, 73BAGs
have also been implemented in products for
endodontic root filling. Commercially known as
Resilon, the endodontic obturation thermoplastic
polymer utilizes BAG as filler particles.74 Bio-
Gutta, gutta-percha (GP) mixed with Bioglass®

45S5, has emerged as an alternative to traditional
GP because it can bind to dentin walls and needs
no sealers.75 Bio-gutta is a sealing material with
a high degree of GP-like biocompatibility. In
addition, it offers a strong seal, boosts the pH
and provides antimicrobial action.76 In addition,
it offers a strong seal, boosts the pH and provides
antimicrobial action. Bio-Gutta is based on the
idea that calcium phosphate formation can
precipitate under moist conditions on the
material surface and provide self-adhesiveness
and a tight seal.77,78 Polyisoprene (PI) and
polycaprolactone (PCL) have been mixed
separately with Bioglass® 45S5 up to 30 percent
by weight to produce high sealing capacity root
canal filling materials that make the need for a
sealer obsolete. Resilon and GP acted as controls.
In contrast to control samples, BAG+PCL and
BAG+PI showed precipitation of hydroxyapatite
and enhanced immediate sealing capacity with
no detectable in vitro leakage.79 Therefore, Bio-
Gutta, PCL with BAG, and PI with BAG will
serve as clinical alternatives to traditional GP
with Pocket.

5) Bioactive Glass-Based Root Canal Sealer
Two well-known commercialized root canal
sealers, which include BG, are available. One is
GuttaFlow Bioseal (GFB) (Coltène/Whaledent
AG, Altstätten, Switzerland), consisting of gutta-
percha, polydimethylsiloxane, zirconium dioxide,
platinum catalyzer, and BG. Low solubility, low
porosity, alkalization power, penetrability of
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dentin and cytocompatibility have been shown by
GFB.80 There is currently only scant information
available concerning either the GFB hardening
mechanism or its ability to seal the channel and
to be withdrawn for retreat. Nishika Canal Sealer
BG (CS-BG) is the second product (Figure 2).
There is currently convincing evidence of its
physicochemical properties, biocompatibility,
sealing ability and removability. CS-BG was
developed from biomaterials based on BG and
was initially intended for therapies for both dental
pulp and bone regeneration

Figure 3

Conclusion
BAG is an altruistic biocompatible material used
as an adjunct to various materials used in dentistry.
BAG is proved to have a beneficent effect in
promoting material–tissue bond. This property is
attributed to its chemical composition that closely
mimics the mineral makeup of human bone and
dentin. With the exceptional properties such as
biocompatibility, regenerativity and antimicrobial
nature, Bioactive glass has wide application in
the field of dentistry and medicine. BAG has
application in bone regeneration, bone grafting,
coating of implant, antimicrobial activity,
treatment of dentinal hypersensitivity, and drug
delivery. With their current applications, a bright
future of these glasses in the field of medicine
and dentistry can be easily predicted.
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A case report is a narrative that describes, for
medical, scientific or educational purposes, a
medical problem experienced by one or more
patients. A case report may describe an unusual
etiology, an unusual or unknown disorder, a
challenging differential diagnosis, an unusual
setting for care, information that cannot be
reproduced due to ethical reasons, unusual or
puzzling clinical features, improved or unique
technical procedures, unusual interactions, rare
or novel or simplified treatment techniques.
Though ranked lowest in the hierarchy of
evidence, case reports or series have both
educational and scientific value. They provide
important information with regard to rare events
and may be considered as anecdotal evidence.

Critical appraisal skills help us to understand the
methods and results of research and to assess the
quality of the research. Reporting guidelines exist
for a variety of study designs including
randomised controlled trials (Consolidated

An introduction to Critical Appraisal
of Case Reports
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Abstract Case reports or case series form a vital part of evidence based practice and dental education. Mastering the
art of critical appraisal is a necessity for every practitioner or educator. Case reports are not usually subject
to structured critical analysis and hence reporting guidelines for dental case reports  are not well developed
. This article presents a simplified reporting guideline for case reports in dentistry based on the CARE and
PRICE guidelines and a discussion on points to be kept in mind while writing a case report.

Standards of Reporting Trials, CONSORT),
observational studies (Strengthening the
Reporting of Observational studies in
Epidemiology, STROBE) and systematic reviews
and meta-analyses (Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses,
PRISMA).Case reports or series are not usually
subjected to a critical appraisal as hypothesis
testing or comparison involving a control are not
part of it.The most accepted reporting guideline
for case reports is the CARE guidelines.  The
Joanna Briggs Institute appraisal checklist for case
reports and other such checklists help in critically
reviewing a case report. Recently a reporting
guideline for endodontic case reports have been
developed- Preferred Reporting Items for Case
reports in Endodontics (PRICE) 2020.

Table1 is a simplified guide for both critically
appraising and writing case reports based on the
authors understanding of theabove mentioned
reporting guidelines and check lists.
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Section/ Item Name Brief Description

Title The words ‘case report’ (or ‘case study’) should appear in the title
Area of interest (anatomy, treatment modality) should be mentioned.

Keywords 2- 5 relevant keywords·
Use of MeSH terms

Abstract Introduction: How the case is novel including whether it adds to the literature
or clinical practice
Case presentation: Must include the chief complaints, symptoms and signs,
diagnostics findings, treatment done and outcomes (where applicable)
Conclusion : Mention the main Take away lessons or key learning points
from this case.

Introduction Brief background of the case including relevant literature.

Case Report Informed Consent : Statement regarding obtaining a valid consent from the
patient
Patient Demographics: Age, gender, ethnicity and any other relevant
demographic factors
Chief Complaint : Main symptoms as described by the patient
History : Medical, dental, family, psychosocial history and details of past
interventions and outcomes if any
Clinical Findings : Relevant extra oral Findings, intra oral findings. A timeline
of important dates and time relevant to the case should be mentioned
Diagnostics : Should include the details of the diagnostic methods/ tests and
results, Diagnostic challenges, Diagnostic reasoning and other diagnosis
considered.
Treatment/ Intervention: Must be described, any modification to the
intervention should mentioned
Outcome: the clinician and patient perspectives of  outcomes, the criteria of
assessment of outcomes should be described.
Adverse reactions or unanticipated outcomes or consequences and their
management should be described.

Discussion Relevant literature including details of the interventions must be discussed
The strengths and limitations of the case report must be mentioned
The rationale for the conclusion must be mentioned.

Conclusion The main “take-away” lessons must be provided, with implications for future
clinical practice.

Images Equipment used for acquiring the images should be mentioned
The resolution, magnification or any modification or enhancements done
must be mentioned
Patient identifiers must be removed
Legends to be provided for each image clearly describing what the subject is
and what specific feature it illustrates.
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The key factors to be considered while preparing
a manuscript (case report)for publication include:
Novelty: Novelty is the most important aspect of
a case. The report should introduce novel aspects
of patient evaluation, investigation, treatment, or
any other aspect related to patient care.

Essential Description and Data: The case should
have all essential details so as to arrive at a useful
conclusion. All relevant clinical and diagnostic
data must be presented (vitals, tooth sensibility
tests etc).

Images and Photographs: Adherence to The
Clinical and Laboratory Images in Publications
(CLIP) principles will improve the reporting
quality of images and the accuracy of the
information provided. As they provide readers
with the information needed to assess the
accuracy, validity, completeness and credibility
of the interpretation and implications of images
published in journals.

Authenticity and genuineness: Honesty is the
primary responsibility of the author. Care must
be taken not to include or omit important data
like an adverse affect or secondary outcomes.

Conclusion
Case reports present clinical observations
customarily collected in healthcare delivery
settings.Sir William Osler, known by many as the
Father of modern medicine, once stated that
physicians should “always note and record the
unusual…Publish it. Place it on permanent record
as a short, concise note. Such communications
are always of value” .This quote has remained
valid as case reports continue to foster an
educational medium. They may generate
hypotheses for future clinical studies, prove useful
in the evaluationof systems-oriented approaches
and guide the individualization and
personalization of treatments in clinical
practice. Case reports offer a structure for case-
based learning in healthcare education and may
facilitate the comparison of healthcare education
and delivery across cultures.
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INTRODUCTION
World Health Organisation broadly classifies
lymphomas into Hodgkins Lymphoma (HL) and
Non Hodgkin Lymphoma (NHL).The Non-
Hodgkin Lymphoma is further subclassified upon
the stage of maturation (immature vs mature) and
cell of origin (B cell, T cell, or natural killer (NK)
cell)1The Non Hodgkins lymphomas are a
heterogenous group of lymphoproliferative
malignancies which can involve both lymph nodes
and lymphoid organs as well as extra nodal organs
and tissues2. The lymph nodes of the head and
neck area are commonly involved as well as the
extra nodal tissues.Oral cavity is a rare site for
NHL with the incidence rate of 0.1 to 5%3.The
occurrence of NHL is higher in males (world wide
age standardised rate - ASR - 6.1/100000) than in
females (ASR 4.2/100000). NHL is more common
in elderlyadults than younger adults. Studies
shows that 63.6% NHL occurred after the age of
40 years with peak between 51 and 60 years 4.

The etiology of NHL are largely unknown. Severe
immunodeficiency, various infectious agents,
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Abstract The Non Hodgkins Lymphomas are a diverse and complex group of malignancies of
lymphoreticularhistogenesis and differentiation. The distinctivefeature of lymphomas is that they are
considered as clonal proliferation of lymphocytes arrested at various stages of differentiation, thereby
recapitulating stages of normal lymphocyte differentiation. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) with various
antibodies recognizes the specific lineage and developmental stages of lymphoma.

familial aggregation, blood transfusion, and
occupational exposure to pesticides and solvents
have been frequently reported to increase the
probability of NHL. However, not a one of these
factors explain most of the cases.
Immunohistochemistry and its utilities help in
better understanding of lymphoma pathogenesis.
The panel of markers is decided based on
morphologic differential diagnosis(no single
marker is specific)5.

Discussion
Determining an exact tumour type with standard
Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining of
formalin-fixed  paraffin embedded tissues can be
challenging, especially with metastatic and/or
poorly differentiated tumours.
Immunohistochemical (IHC) techniques can be
used effectively for classifying neoplasm of
uncertain origin during histopathological
evaluation of carcinoma  NOS (not otherwise
specified) or sarcomas6.Advanced custom IHC
panel study of large B cell-NHL showed positivity
for CD-45 and CD-20, 80% positivity for Ki-67,
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weak positivity for CD-99, and negativity for CD-
3, Chromogranin A, Synptophysin, S-100,
Calretinin, FLI-1, Vimentin, NSE, Cytokeratin.
CD markers are molecules that are found on the
surface of cells in our body. Each cell has a CD
marker, and there are more than 250 antigens.

In  IHC, the preliminary step diagnostic procedure
of a neoplasm is to allow for differentiation into
any of the three major cell lineages: epithelial,
mesenchymal, or hematopoietic. Cytokeratins
(CK) are intermediate filaments found in all types
of epithelial cells  and are therefore specific
markers for an epithelial cell lineage. Vimentin,
an intermediate filament is present in most
mesenchymal cells. It is present in almost all
sarcomas and melanomas but is variable in
lymphomas and even some carcinomas. So, it has
high sensitivity and poor specificity6.

A broad marker for hematopoietic neoplasms is
CD45, particularly for (but not confined to) those
of a lymphoid lineage. After  lymphoid lineage
determination, additional stains such as CD3 (T-
cell), CD79a (B-cell), and/or PAX-5 (B- cell) can
be used to better distinguish lymphoid cell types,
and subsets of neoplastic T-cells can be further
distinguished using CD4 or CD8 markers6.CD45
( LCA-Leukocyte common antigen) is a
transmembrane protein tyrosine phosphatase
located on most haematopoieticcells. CD45
immunoreactivity is recognized to be highly
specific for Non–Hodgkin’s Lymphomas7.The
protein encoded by this gene is a member of the
protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTP) family. PTPs
are known to be signaling molecules that control
a variety of cellular processes including cell
growth, differentiation, mitosis, and oncogenic
transformation. This PTP includes an extracellular
domain, a single transmembrane segment and two
tandem intracytoplasmic catalytic domains, and
thus is classified as a receptor type PTP and  has
been shown to be an essential regulator of T- and
B-cell antigen receptor signaling8.

CD 20 is an antigen that is found on the
surface of B cells but not T cells, hence useful in
diagnosing B cell Lymphomas. Its role is to allow

optimum B cell immune response, definitely
against T- independent antigen9.In humans CD
20 is encoded by MS4A1 gene. The majority of
MS4A genes, including MS4A1, are localized
within a cluster on chromosome 11q12 in
humans10.

Structure of CD-45 (A) and CD-20 (B).

Courtesy : Sinobiological.com

Conclusion
The occurrence of NHL is rare in oral cavity and
dentists may be the first one to identify intraoral
NHL. Routine H&E stain of formalin fixed
paraffin embedded section can be challenging
therefore IHC marker such as CD-45 & CD-20
can be used effectively as diagnostic marker for
B-cell NHL.
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INTRODUCTION
Microsurgery refers to a surgical procedure
performed under a microscope. In 1979, Daniel
defined microsurgery in broad terms as a surgery
performed under magnification by the
microscope.1In 1980, Serafin described
microsurgery as a methodology, a modification
and refinementof existing surgical techniques
using magnification to improve visualisation, with
applications to all specialties.2

Over the years, there have been a stupendous
development in the field of dentistry and the
incorporation of loupes and microscopes into
practice has gained tremendous acclaim. The fine
crafting of techniques that are rather more precise
and superior than the conventional surgery has
led to the extensive integration of microsurgery
by periodontists. This review aims to briefly
describe the concepts, advantages and
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Abstract Magnification systems have been used to perform various procedures in the medical and dental field for a
long time but its application in periodontics is yet to be popularized. The purpose of this narrative review
is to discuss the various concepts, advantages and disadvantages, the different magnification systems and
their potential applications in the speciality of periodontics. An electronic search of PubMed or MEDLINE
was conducted for relevant material from the published literature. The key words looked for were
“periodontal microsurgery”. The searches were limited to articles in English language and articlesdescribing
microsurgeryand its applicationin periodontics were analyzed and compiled to prepare a concise review.

disadvantages, the different magnification
systems and its application in periodontics.

HISTORY
In 1694, the first compound lens microscope was
constructed by Anton Van Leeuwenhoek. During
the late nineteenth century, magnification for
microsurgical procedure was introduced into
medicine.3In 1876, a German ophthalmologist
Saemisch, introduced the simple binocular loupes
to ophthalmic surgery. In 1921, a binocular
microscope was first used for ear surgery by Carl
Nylen, the father of microsurgery.4 In 1978,
microscope was first introduced to dentistry by
Apotheker and Jako.5In 1992, it was introduced
to the specialty of periodontics following which
a continuing education course on periodontal
microsurgery was presented by Shanelec and
Tibbetts at the annual meeting of the American
Academy of Periodontology held in 1993.6,7
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CONCEPTS IN MICROSURGERY
Firstly, it is the enhancement of motor skills to
improve surgical ability which is evident in the
smooth hand movements. This is achievedthrough
improved visual acuity and the use of a precise
hand grip. Secondly,the use of small instruments
and a reduced surgical field has resulted in
decreased tissue trauma at the surgical site.
Thirdly, the application of microsurturinghas
achieved a passive and primary wound closure.
This eliminates gaps and dead spaces at the wound
edge and a painful inflammatory phase of wound
healing can also be avoided.8

MICROSURGICAL TRIAD
The operating microscope offers three distinct
advantages to periodontists: illumination,
magnification, and increased precision of surgical
skills.3 (Figure 1) The synergy of improved
illumination and increased visual acuity enables
the increased precision of surgical skills. The three
elements, i.e., magnification, illumination, and the
refined surgical skillsare called the microsurgical
triad3, the improvement of which is a prerequisite
for improved accuracy in surgical interventions.
Without anyone of these, microsurgery is not
possible.9

Figure 1 – Microsurgical Triad

MAGNIFICATION SYSTEM
Visual acuity is the ability to perceive two closely
lying objects separately. It is influenced by various
anatomic and physiologic factors and illumination
of the area. Visualization of fine details can be
enhanced by increasing the image size of the
object. Two obvious methods of increasing image
size are either by getting closer to the objects or

by magnification.

In periodontal practice, the tissues to manipulate
are usually very fine resulting in a situation in
which the natural visual capacity reaches its limits.
Therefore, clinical procedures may be performed
successfully using magnification resulting in
enhanced precision and quality of work. A wide
range of simple and complex magnifying systems
are available which includes

· Magnification Loupes.
· Operating Microscope.

LOUPES
These are the most common magnification system
used in dentistry. It was introduced to medicine
in 1876 by Saemisch. Loupes are two monocular
microscopes with side by- side lenses that are
angled to focus on an object to form a magnified
image which has stereoscopic properties. They
can be classified as single-lens magnifiers ormulti-
lens telescopic loupes.10

Simple Loupes:
Simple loupes are primitive magnifiers containing
a pair of single meniscus lens limited to only two
refracting surfaces. (Figure 2) Their magnification
can be increased by increasing lens diameter and
thickness. It is cost effective.  But the size and
weight constraints make simple loupes
impractical for magnification beyond 1.5×.  They
are also greatly affected by spherical and
chromatic aberration which distorts the shape and
colour of objects being viewed.11,12,13

Figure 2 – Simple loupes
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Compound loupes:
Compound loupes use converging multiple lenses
with intervening air spaces to gain refracting
power, magnification and adequate working
distance. Such lenses can be adjusted to clinical
needs without excessive increase in size or
weight.The specific density of each piece
counteracts the chromatic aberration of the
adjacent piece, making such lenses a desired
feature by dentists. Compound loupes are
commonly mounted in or on eyeglasses.10(Figure
3)

Figure 3- Compound Loupes

Prism loupes:
Prism loupes are the most optically advanced
type of loupe magnification presently
available.These loupes actually containSchmidt
or roof-top prisms that lengthen the light path
through a seriesof mirror reflections within the
loupe. They lengthen the lightpath by virtually
folding the light so that the barrel of the loupe
can beshortened. They are superior to other
loupes in terms of bettermagnification, wider
depths of field, longer working distances
andlarger fields of view.The barrels of prism
loupes are short and can be mounted on
eyeglasses or a headband. (Figure 4)The
increased weight of these loupes at
magnifications of 4×or greater make headband
mounting to be more comfortable and stable than
mountings on glasses.

Figure 4 – Prism Loupes

Loupe Magnification
Wide ranges of magnifications are available in
loupes, ranging from 1.5× to 10×. Loupes with
less than 2× magnifications, are usually
inadequate for the visual acuity necessary for
microsurgery. For mostperiodontal procedures in
which magnification is needed, loupes of 4×to 5×
provide an effective combination of
magnification, field sizeand depth of focus.14,15

Properties of Ideal Surgical Loupes
· Light weight: No pressure is felt on the nose

bridge while wearing these loupes.
· Advanced optic lenses: These have a clearer

image, wider field of view,sharper picture,
and a greater depth of visual field.

· Vertical and interpupillary adjustment: This
enables the operation to beperformed with a
comfortable posture.

· Magnification (range: 2.5to 8-fold) and
working distances (range:14–22inches).

· Mounting choice: Spectacle frames and
headband.

· Low cost.

OPERATING MICROSCOPE
The surgical microscope consists of a complicated
system of lenses that allows stereoscopic vision
at a magnification of approximately 4–40×. The
optical unit of the microscope includes the
following components (Figure 5):
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· Magnification charger
· Objective lenses
· Binocular tubes
· Eyepieces
· Lighting unit
· Additional attachments

Figure 5 – Operating Microscope

Operating microscopes are designed on Galilean
principles. They use the application of the
magnifying loupes in combination with a
magnification changer and a binocular viewing
system, so that it employs parallel binoculars for
protection against eye strain and fatigue. They also
incorporate fully coated optics and achromatic
lenses, with high resolution and good contrast
stereoscopic vision. There must be an adequate
working distance for instruments between the
object being viewed and the microscope. To be
able to use the microscope throughout the various
areas of the mouth, it must also have extensive
horizontal and vertical manoeuvrability with its
attachment to the wall, ceiling, or floor mount.
Surgical microscopes use co-axial fibre-optic
illumination. This type of light produces an
adjustable, bright, uniformly illuminated, shadow-
free, circular spot of light that is parallel to the
optical viewing axis. 16,17

LOUPES VERSUS OPERATING
MICROSCOPE
Advantages of loupes:
• Ergonomic benefits of an increased working

distance from the viewing object as well as
increased visual acuity.

• Loupes are less expensive and easier to use.
• They are also less cumbersome in the

operating field.

Advantages of Operating Microscope:
• It offers versatility due to an extended range

of variable magnification from 2.5 to 20 and
excellent coaxial fibre-optic, shadow-free
illumination.

• Availability of numerous accessories for
digital still and video image case
documentation.

• Increased operator eye comfort due to the
parallel viewing optics provided by the
Galilean system.

Disadvantages of Loupes:
• Fixed magnification or a lack of

magnification variability.
• Potential need for additional light for

magnification levels of 4.0× or greater.
• Eyes must converge to view an image, which

can result in eyestrain, fatigue,and even vision
changes with prolonged use of poorly fitted
loupes.

• As the length of the loupe increases to provide
for more magnification, theweight of the lens
also increases which becomes more
uncomfortable.

Disadvantages of Operating Microscope:
• Can be more cumbersome to use.
• More expensive
• Difficult to master the technique to use.
Both the loupes and the operating microscopes
allow clinicians to perform taskswith improved
visual acuity; however, loupes cannot be
compared to the comfort,versatility, illumination,
and visual acuity offered by the microscope.

MICROSURGICAL INSTRUMENTS
Microsurgery also entails the use of specially
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constructed microsurgical instruments specifically
designed to minimize trauma. An important
characteristic of microsurgical instruments is their
ability to create clean incisions that prepare wounds
for healing by primary intention. Proper
instrumentation is fundamental for microsurgical
intervention. A microsurgery basic set comprises of
a needle holder, micro scissors, micro scalpel holder,
anatomic and surgical forceps, and a set of various
elevators. (Figure 6) Several types of ophthalmic
knives such as the crescent, lamellar, blade breaker,
sclera and spoon knife can be used for periodontal
surgical procedures. (Figure 7) Ophthalmic knives
offer the dual advantagesof extreme sharpness and
minimal size. This helps limit tissue traumaand
promotes faster healing.18Because ophthalmic knives
arechemically etched rather than ground, their
sharper blades produce amore precise wound
edge.5,16

Figure 6 – Basic Microsurgery Set

Figure 7 - Knives used in periodontal
microsurgery.

1. Blade Breaker Knife; 2. Crescent Knife: 3.
Mini crescent Knife; 4.  Spoon Knife
5. Lamellar Knife; 6. Scleral Knife.

MICROSURGICAL NEEDLES AND
SUTURES
Selection of proper suture needles and materials
are essential for successful microsurgical wound
closure. The choice of suture and needle size is
critical for atraumatic tissue passage. Suture
material must maintain wound closure until
healing is sufficiently advanced to withstand
functional stress.

In microsurgery, the sutureof choice is a
monofilament suture material suchas
polypropylene or polydioxanone. These materials
are bacteriostaticand noninflammatory, hold a
knot extremely well, and are easilyremoved. The
purpose of sutures is to provide initial wound
support.The smallest suture capable of supporting
the wound producesthe least tissue trauma and
the least interruption of the blood supply.In
periodontal microsurgery, the suture size ranges
from 6-0 to 9-0. Ideally, the needle diameter is
slightly larger than the suture size. Sutures used
in microsurgery are swaged, making the needle
and the suture continuous.9

Figure 8 – Microsurgical suture needles

Microsurgical Knots
Knot tying using the microscope is done using
instrument ties, with a microsurgical needle holder
in the dominant hand and a microsurgical tissue
pick-up in the nondominant hand. Only the
working tips of the instruments are visible in the
microscopic field. Microsurgery is therefore done
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by visual reference only, as the breaking force of
micro sutures is often less than the human
threshold of touch. Well-tied microsurgical suture
knots are stable and resist loosening, even under
functional loads.19The art of microscopically tying
a good surgeon’s knot, a reef knot, or acinching
knot can only be mastered with repeated
laboratory practice under themicroscope.20

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF
MICROSURGERY
Advantages -
• Improved Surgical Ability - With the use of

microscope, the periodontist’s sight and
motor skills are significantly enhanced,
thereby improving his or her overall surgical
ability and strengthening the precision of
movement.

• Passive Wound Closure - By carefully
eliminating dead spaces at the edge of the
wound, the periodontistcanhelp the site heal
more quickly, without causing additional
painful orinflammatory issues.

• Reduced Trauma - By enhancing the
periodontist’s fine motor skills, periodontal
microsurgeryreduces the trauma that often
occurs in more traditional surgery. With
intricate and detailed focus on the site of
injury, the periodontist can handle the
tissuemore gently, which in turn improves
patient care and promotes better healing.

• Increased effectiveness of root debridement
results in greaterpredictability of regenerative
and cosmetic procedures.

• Improved documentation.e.g., video, slide,
digital.

Disadvantages –
• It is much more demanding and technique

sensitive and the cost incurred to establish a
microsurgical set-up is also high.

• Magnification systems used also pose some
difficulties including restricted areaof vision,
loss of depth of field as magnification
increases and loss of visualreference points.

• An experienced team approach mandates
microsurgery and istime consuming to
develop.

• Physiologic tremor control for finer
movementsintra-operatively and a steep

learning curve are required for clinical
proficiency.21

APPLICATION IN PERIODONTICS
Scaling and Root Planing
Micro ultrasonic is a generic term that identifies
the refined use of powered instruments for
supragingival debridement. Micro ultrasonic
instruments are small, approximating the size of
a periodontal probe and can be used for supra-
and subgingival treatment at low to high power,
with less or even no water spray, and little or no
adjunctive use of hand instrumentation. By virtue
of their small size these instruments are less likely
to over-instrument root surfaces because they are
generally not sharp or abrasive. Micro ultrasonic
instruments are probe-like (measuring 0.2 to 0.6
mm in diameter), powered to move with
ultrasonic speeds (25,000 to more than 40,000
cycles per second), with active working sides on
all surfaces of the vibrating instrument, and
provide ultrasonically activated lavage in the
working field.22 It is observed that to treat
periodontal disease effective plaque and calculus
removal from the root surface is a determining
factor for the success of the treatment and the
control of the disease. Furthermore, research
demonstrates that root preparation is enhanced
when it is performed under illumination.23

Periodontal Plastic Surgery
Periodontal plastic surgery, with its emphasis on
esthetics, is an important aspect of periodontal
practice.There are two basic periodontal
procedures in whichperiodontal plastic
microsurgerymay be applied:

• Those relative to the level of the dentogingival
junction – Here microsurgery can be
employed to add gingival tissue where it is
absent or to remove gingival tissue where it
is excessive.

• Those relative to the edentulous ridge – Here
microsurgery involves the addition of bone
and or soft tissue.24,25

Correcting Gingival Recession.
Periodontal plastic microsurgical reconstruction
of gingival tissue over denuded roots can be
routine and predictable using subepithelial
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connective tissue grafting. The colour match and
esthetic appearance of such grafts is greatly
improved over the original free gingival graft
technique. When carefully closed, palatal donor
sites can heal by primary intention without a
painful period of open granulation. This greatly
reduces postoperative morbidity.

Establishing an Esthetic Smile Line.
An abnormal smile line may result from gingival
recession, abnormal eruptive patterns, incisal
wear, and excessive tissue growth of various
etiologies. The creation of an ideal esthetic smile
with harmonious gingival contours involves many
factors. Foremost among these are symmetry, lip
position, and relative gingival levels of adjacent
teeth. Complex periodontal plastic microsurgery
involving removal of tissue on some teeth and
replacement on others may be required.

Restoring the Edentulous Ridge.
Ridge augmentation can involve avariety of
techniques, includingguided bone regeneration,
block andparticulate grafts, soft tissue grafts,and
a combination of these. In addition to establishing
adequate verticalheight, sufficient soft tissue
thickness must be created to provide an emergence
profile for pontics or a dental implant prosthesis.
Papilla reconstruction is a microsurgical variation
of ridge augmentation periodontal plastic
microsurgery between two adjacent teeth.25,26

Microsurgery in Implant Therapy
All phases of implant treatment may be performed
using a microscope. One of the novel applications
of microsurgery is in the sinus lift procedure. The
surgical microscope can aid in visualization of
the sinus membrane. Magnification achieved by
the surgical microscope is instrumental in implant
site development and placement.27,28

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
Robotic microsurgery
 It is taking over minimally invasive techniques
in surgery. The delicate steps of operation are
performed with the system that control
instruments from 10 feet away inserted through
small incisions. The surgeon manipulates the tele
robot and watches the operation through a three-
dimensional video and is able to witness the

precision that it delivers. It can also complete each
step of the complex operation which was
previously impossible. Future research in this field
is required to incorporate this technique in
dentistry.29

HDTV Single Camera 3D System
This system involves a three-dimensional High-
Definition Television attached to a stereoscopic
microscope which enables 3D visualization and
documentation. Viewing of the same stereoscopic
vision by assistants and students proves to be
advantageous to both clinicians and academicians.
It also allows easy printing, organization of data
base and adaption to tele-operations.30

TOMS-Three-Dimensional On-Screen
Microsurgery System
Current advances in video technology permit
visualization of the(micro) surgical field on a video
monitor three dimensionally withoutnecessitating
physical viewing through the microscope. The
assembly of thethree-dimensional on-screen
microsurgery system comprises of two single
chipvideo cameras (Sony XC-999) mounted on
custom fit eyepiece adapters, a dualcamera-
controller, a view/record image processor, a VCR
for optional recording,digital monitor to enable
viewing, synchronizing signal emitter and 120
MHzshutter glasses (stereo eyewear). The
development of this stereoscopic three-dimensional
display technology proficient of providing a clear
and accuratesense of depth perception was a boon
for the rapidly evolving field of minimallyinvasive
surgery(MIS).31

CONCLUSION
Magnification systems have opened up a whole
new world for the surgeons in many specialties.
The cardinal essentials of gentle tissue handling,
accurate approximation, meticulous hemostasis,
and minimal tissue destruction are the hallmarks
of microsurgical approach. Understanding the
optical principles that govern magnification is
important for its successful application to dental
procedures.  The surgical operating microscope
provides a microsurgical triad of illumination,
magnification, and an environment in which
surgical skills can be refined. Incorporation of
smaller instrumentation, sutures, and needles into
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this environment has enabled clinicians to
increase the precision of their surgical skills.
Although clinical studies are lacking and research
is needed, the increase in visual acuity provided
by the surgical operating microscope should
enhance the periodontist’s delivery of surgical
skills.
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INTRODUCTION
Peripheral ossifying fibroma (POF) is considered
to bea non-neoplastic varient, which usually
appears on the interdental papilla secondary
toirritation or trauma. It is a reactive lesion which
originates from the connective tissue. It is not the
soft-tissue counterpart of central ossifying
fibroma.1-2 Synonyms of POF are peripheral
cementifying fibroma, calcifying or ossifying
fibroid epulis, and peripheral fibroma with
calcification.3 POF comprises about 9% of all
gingival growths. Females are more commonly
affected, and the most prevalent location is
anterior maxilla.1They generally measure less than
1.5 cm in diameter and diagnosis can be made by
clinical inspection and biopsy.4

CASE REPORT
A 50-year-old male patient reported to the
Department of Oral Medicine and Radiology
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Abstract Peripheral Ossifying Fibroma is a gingival overgrowth most commonly seen in maxillary anterior regions
with a female predilection. It is characterized by a high degree of cellularity usually exhibiting bone formation,
although occasionally cementum-like material or rarely dystrophic calcification may be found.  Here we
report a case of peripheral ossifying fibroma in a 50 year old male patient. Treatment included complete
excision of the growth with root planning of the adjacent teeth to remove local irritants.
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with the chief complaint of painless growth on
the gingiva in the upper front region of mouth
for the past 1 year. The growth was initially
smaller in size and had progressed gradually to
increase in size and attained the present size.
Growth was associated with bleeding on
brushing occasionally. Patient had difficulty in
closing his mouth.

Intra oral examination revealed well defined
solitary pedunculated growth present on the
attached gingiva in relation to 12 and 13 regions
measuring about 2 x 3 cm in size in greatest
dimensions.  Colour of the growth is pale pink
in colour with erythematous areas on the centre
of the growth. Growth is firm in consistency
and non – tender on palpation. No bleeding
present while palpating the growth. The growth
was non fluctuant and non reducible [Figure1].
Grade I mobility noted in relation to 12.
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The clinical differential diagnoses for the growth
were pyogenic granuloma, peripheral ossifying
fibroma and traumatic fibroma. Provisional
diagnosis was made as fibroma based on the site
and non- bleeding tendency of growth.

Radiographic Investigations – Panoramic
radiography reveals an ill defined radiolucency
in the maxillary anterior region extending from
11 to 13 regions. Complete bone loss between 12
and 13. No radiopacification noted within the
radiolucency [Figure 2].

Treatment plan was the gingival growth was
excised [Figure3] and sent for histopathologic
examination. Oral prophylaxis was done for
adjacent teeth to remove the local irritants. The
tissue section revealed hyperkeratinized stratified
squamous epithelium with fibro vascular
connective tissue. The epithelium displayed
slender rete ridges with atrophy in some areas.
The connective tissue exhibited reticular pattern
of collagen bundles intermittent with vital bone.
The histopathology report came as Peripheral
Ossifying Fibroma in relation to 12 and 13 regions
[Figure 4]. The patient was recalled after 10 days
for review and healing was satisfactory.

Figure-1:  Intra oral View

Figure-2: Panoramic Radiograph

DISCUSSION
Shepherd in 1844 reported the first case of Perip-
heral Ossifying Fibroma as alveolar exostosis. It
was later coined as Peripheral Ossifying Fibroma
by Eversol and Robin in 1972.5

Apparently, the term POF represents a misnomer
because the word fibroma etymologically means
tumor of fibrous connective tissue (from Latin
word fibra, “fiber” + Greek oma, “tumor”), but
POF is not considered a true neoplasm.6 The
etiology and pathogenesis of POF are not yet clear.
Some of the authors have hypothesized a reactive
lesion originating as a result of irritating agents
such as dental calculus, plaque, orthodontic
appliances, and ill-fitting dentures or restorations.7

Ossifying Fibroma occurs mostly in craniofacial
bones and grouped into two types - central and
peripheral. The central type of ossifying fibroma
arises from the endosteum or the periodontal
ligament (PDL) adjacent to the apex of the root
and expands from the medullary cavity of the
bone, and the peripheral type occurs on the soft
tissues overlying the alveolar process.8

Anju, et al.: An unusual Presentation of peripheral ossifying fibroma- A Case Report - IJADSR
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POFcan be differentiated fromperipheral giant cell
granuloma, traumatic fibroma, peripheral
odontogenic fibroma and pyogenic
granuloma.Peripheral odontogenic fibroma arises
from periodontal ligament or attached gingiva and
is an uncommon neoplasm. Traumatic fibroma
most commonly occurs on buccal mucosa along
the occlusal bite line. Pyogenic granuloma
presents as soft growth, smaller in size that bleeds
with tendency to hemorrhage. It does not cause
tooth displacement and resorption of alveolar
bone are. Peripheral giant cell granuloma has
clinical features similar to POF however
peripheral giant cell granuloma has bluish/purple
discoloration and radiographically shows flecks
of calcification. 9

Total  excision of the lesion including the affected
periodontal ligament and periosteum is the
appropriate treatment recommended..A thorough
oral prophylaxis with root planning of adjacent
teeth and/or elimination of sources of irritants
should be done. In children, reactive gingival
lesions can displaya very high growth rate and
reach larger size in a relatively short period of
time. In addition, the POF can cause erosion of
underlying bone, can displace teeth, and can
interfere with eruption pattern of teeth. Early
diagnosis and definitive surgical intervention
result in less risk of tooth and bone loss.10

According to various authors the recurrence rate
varies from 7 to 20%.11

The explanation for recurrence includes partial
removal of lesion, failure to get rid of local
irritants, and complexity in access during surgical
manipulation due to location of POF being present
usually at interdental areas. 9

CONCLUSION
Peripheral ossifying fibroma is a slow growing
reactive lesion that appears most commonly on
the anterior region in the interdental gingiva.
Clinically, it is not easy to differentiate between
most of the reactive gingival lesions and
histopathology has to be done for correct
diagnosis. Regular follow-up has to be done for
patients after surgical excision because of its high
recurrence rate.
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PHASE 3: PROSTHODONTIC
INTRODUCTION
Complicated crown root fractureis the fracture
involving enamel, dentin, cementum and the
pulp.Most commonly affected teeth are the
maxillary incisors, forming 96% of all crown
fractures1. Traumatic dental injuries can cause
damage ranging from minimal enamel loss to
complex fractures involving pulp tissueleading
toesthetic problems and functional defects2

Therefore, thorough clinical examination is very
crucial for determining an appropriate treatment
plan3. During the clinical examination, intraoral
and extraoral conditions must be carefully
evaluated. Along with that patient’s anamnesis,
radiological examination, percussion and
palpation, vitality test findings, status of
periodontal tissues should also be considered.

Restorative dentistry mainly aims to restore tooth
form, function, and aesthetics. Treatment of
fractured teeth depends on the level of the fracture
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Case Report

Abstract Management of complicated crown root fractures, at the aesthetic zone is one of the greatest challenges
for restorative dentists. This case report demonstratesaninterdisciplinary approach which combines
endodontic treatment, periodontal crown lengthening and prosthodontic post-core-crown restoration
procedures to restore a complicated crown root fracture of the maxillary centrals and the right lateral
incisor to achieve a satisfactory cosmetic result.
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line and the amount of remaining tooth structure4.
Conventional approaches to rehabilitating
fractured anterior teeth include composite
restorations5, endodontic treatment followed by
post-core-supported prosthetic restorations6,
reattachment of the fractured segment2 etc.

This article outlines the successful management
of a tooth with crown root fracture, by a
combination of periodontal, endodontic and
prosthodonticinterventions, reflecting a true
multidisciplinary approach.

CASE REPORT
A healthy 37 -year-old male patient reported to
the Department of Conservative Dentistry and
Endodonticswith the chief complaint of fractured
upper front teeth with history of trauma. Initial
physical examination showed abrasions and
lacerations of the lips .Clinical examination
revealed complicated crown root fractures of the
maxillary centrals and the right lateral incisor,
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with complete loss of coronal tooth structure. The
fracture lines were located sub-gingivally in the
palatal aspect of 11 & 21. Fracture line of 12 was
located supra-gingivally. (Fig 1)

With the patients consent an inter-disciplinary
treatment plan involving endodontic treatment,
periodontal crown lengthening and post core
crown restoration procedure was chosen

The treatment plan was divided in to 3 phases as
follows

PHASE 1: ENDODONTIC RCT AND
PERIODONTAL BASAL THERAPY
After infiltration with local anesthetic (lignox
2%A with adrenaline 1:80000 Indoco remedies
limited) access cavity preparation was done irt
11, 21, 12 using No 2 round bur ( Mani diamond
bur)  Working length was determined using
electronic apex locator (Root ZX, J Morita Corp
Japan) and confirmed with radiography. Cleaning
and shapingwas done using Protaper Gold rotary
files (Dentsply) up to # F4. 5.25% Sodium
hypochlorite (Prime Dental) and saline were used
as the working agents. After cleaning and shaping
procedure Manual dynamic irrigant activation
technique was performed using 17% EDTA and
5.25% sodium hypochlorite. Final rinse was done
with saline. The root canal was then dried with
paper points (Dentsply) and obturated using single
cone technique. Access cavity preparation was
sealed with temporary restoration. The day after
completion of endodontic treatment full mouth
oral prophylaxis and initial periodontal therapy
was done.

PHASE 2: PERIODONTAL CROWN
LENGTHENING SURGERY
Evaluation of the periodontal status of the patient
revealed the absence of periodontitis. Crown
lengthening was performed under local
anesthesia. Sulcular and vertical incisions were
placed and a full thickness flap was raised on the
labial aspect in relation to the fractured teeth.
Internal bevel incision was placed on the palatal
aspect, for the adequate exposure of the fracture
margins. Ostectomy and gingivectomy were
performed using rotary instruments to achieve
exposure of sufficient tooth structure coronal to
the alveolar crest to facilitate placement of the

restoration without violating the zone of supra-
crestal gingival tissues. The labial flap was
displaced apically, and the flaps were sutured at
the level of the alveolar crest with interrupted silk
sutures (Figure 4). The surgical site was covered
with a periodontal dressing, and the patient was
prescribed postoperative systemic antibiotics
(amoxicillin 500 mg three times a day for 7 days),
analgesics and 0.2% chlorhexidine mouthwash.
Periodontal dressing was removed after 1 week
and healing was noticed as satisfactory (Fig 2)

RESTORATION AND FOLLOW UP
Temporary restoration was removed from the
access cavity.Post space preparation was done by
removing the gutta-percha with peeso-reamer and
leaving 4 mm of gutta-percha apically irt 11,21.
The impression of the post space was taken using
inlay wax (Hindustan Inlay wax)& sent to the
laboratory for casting. 4 days later the custom made
cast post and core was luted using type 1 GIC (GC
Corporation Tokyo Japan) and final crown
preparation was done.(Fig 3). The final impression
was taken using putty wash method. Shade
matching was done using VITA 3D
MASTER.Right lateral incisor was kept as
submerged root following the ‘Root submergent
technique’. This method entails grinding the failing
tooth 2 mm below the free gingival margin to make
it level with the alveolar crest and then leaving it
in the socket for 3-4 weeks so that surrounding
tissue can proliferate over the remaining root.  The
provisional crown was fabricated and cemented to
prevent any change in tooth position. Finally fixed
partial denture was fabricated and cemented using
Type 1 GIC.(Fig 4)

Emil, et al.: Management of Complicated Crown Root Fracture: A Multi Disciplinary Approach - IJADSR
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Postoperative healing was uneventful and
satisfactory. The patient was asked to report back
after 1 month for follow up. A periapical
radiograph was taken that demonstrated stable
bone with no crestal loss or periapical pathology.

DISCUSSION
Successful rehabilitation of traumatized tooth
fractured at the coronal third of the root requires
a multidisciplinary approach. Majority of
population sustain traumatic injuries to anterior
teeth because of its forward position and
proclination which could result in esthetic and
functional problems. The incidence of
complicated crown root fractures was 1 to 3% of
all tooth injuries in a permanent dentition(7)
Treatment modalities for crown-root fractured
teeth can change depending on the level of the
fracture line and the amount of tooth structure
remaining.Anterior teeth with coronal fractures
can be managed with  surgical intervention if the
biologic width of the tooth is  violated by the
apical extent of the fracture, provided the residual
tooth structure possesses an inadequate ferrule. A
technique of surgical crown lengthening followed
by tooth preparation has been suggested as a
method for a more accurate placement of the
restoration margin in relation to the alveolar
crest.(9) This technique also offers the additional
advantage of reducing the treatment time. . Even
though orthodontic extrusion of the fracture
fragment is a good treatment option but it could
impair good aesthetic resolution because the
cervical diameter of the extruded teeth is smaller
than that of the adjacent teeth, time required to
achieve the final result is longer and tipping of
the adjacent teeth if the main archwire is deflected
is seen[10]

During the second half of 1960s, Root Submerged
Technique (RST) was introduced in which crown
of the tooth was resected and the submerging the
root of the tooth by covered with a buccal or
buccolingual flap, so that bone resorption can be
prevented.In most cases, dental pulps were vitally
preserved or root canal treatments were performed
before or during the procedure (11).This method
entails grinding the failing tooth 2 mm below the

Emil, et al.: Management of Complicated Crown Root Fracture: A Multi Disciplinary Approach - IJADSR
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free gingival margin to make it level with
thealveolar crest and then leaving it in the socket
for 3-4 weeks so that surrounding tissue can
proliferate over the remaining root11. Guyer13
submerged human vital roots for the first time and
reported that the two roots displayed
radiographically normal conditions and the
alveolar ridge did not resorb clinically for 27
months. In 1976, Plata et al studied in 12 vital
submerged roots that were cut at 2mm below the
bone edge and evaluated 12 week histological
changes. They reported that eight of the roots had
complete bone coverage on the cut surfaces, and
all pulps were vitally retained (12).

 Esthetics, function, and patient expectations must
be considered while selecting the treatment
plan.The treatment modality opted for in the
present case was surgical crown lengthening
followed a cast post-core and crown restoration
after root canal therapy and the case illustrates
esthetic and functional rehabilitation of a
fractured tooth, leading to conservation and
permanent restoration of the tooth.

CONCLUSION
A multidisciplinary approach can help save teeth
which would otherwise be indicated for
extraction. The key to success are good treatment
planning and the dedication of the dentist to
reassure and motivate the patient throughout the
course of treatment.Strict and regular recall
regimen  guarantee the long term prognosis of the
procedure.
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INTRODUCTION
OSCC is one of the most common malignancies
worldwide which accounts for more than 90% of
all oral cancers. It is ranked as the sixth leading
cause of cancer mortality in the world and the
second cancer mortality in India.1 Commonest
sites of OSCC are the lateral and ventral aspect
of the tongue, floor of the mouth and buccal
mucosa.  Less frequently affected site for OSCC
is the gingiva which is about 10% of all OSCCs
and 91% of patients with gingival SCC aged above
66 years.2,3 Unlike other OSCC, gingival SCC is
least associated with tobacco abuse and has the
predilection for females. However, other authors
have reported a male predominance. Due to this
contradictory reports, it was suggested to analyse
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Case Report

Abstract Squamous cell carcinomas (SCC) of the gingiva make up only 10% of oral squamous cell carcinomas
(OSCC). The 5 year survival rate of gingival SCC is considerably less, compared to OSCC seen at other
sites, showing a poor prognosis. Since their initial signs and symptoms resemble common dental and
periodontal infections, gingival SCC often escape early detection, hence an early intervention. Gingival
carcinoma arises from keratinized mucosa, commonly in the posterior mandible and it destroys the underlying
bone causes tooth mobility. This article presents a case of a 59 year old male patient with no habit history,
presented with a painful extraction wound having proliferative growth past 3 weeks of extraction. The
patient was advised orthopantomograph (OPG) which revealed evident alveolar bone loss. Differential
diagnosis of alveolar osteitis, osteomyelitis and carcinoma of the alveolus were given. Incisional biopsy
confirmed the diagnosis of well differentiated squamous cell carcinoma of the alveolus. Thus, any nonhealing
extraction wound or a simple gingival lesion should strike a chord of suspicion, and biopsy should be
mandatory even for non-malignant appearing lesions.
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the cause of the male dominant tendency of
gingival SCC in Asian patients.4

Carcinoma of the gingiva is an insidious finding,
does not have the clinical presentation of a
malignancy and misdiagnosed as inflammatory
lesions of the periodontium. Gingival carcinoma
arises from keratinized mucosa, commonly in the
posterior mandible and destroys the underlying
bone causing tooth mobility.5

These tumors commonly arise in the edentulous
areas, it may also develop at dentate sites. Some
authors classified as a subset of OSCC, gingival
SCC is unique and some times mimic a multitude
of other lesions. The 5 year survival rate of
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gingival SCC is less as compared to SCC
developing at other sites, pointing a poor
prognosis.6 Hence, SCC of the gingiva should be
considered in the differential diagnosis while
dealing with gingival lesions particularly in elder
people.The similarity of early cancerous lesions
of the gingiva to common dental infections has
frequently led to delay in diagnosis or even
misdiagnosis .7

Occasionally, cases of carcinoma of the gingiva
appear to arise following extraction of a
tooth.However, if such cases are carefully
examined, it can usually be ascertained that the
tooth extraction was because of gingival/
periodontal lesion or mobility which in fact was
a tumor, unrecognized at the time of extraction.8

We herewith report such a case.

Case report
A 59 year old male patient presented recently with
pain in the extraction socket of 47, started after
few days of extraction. The pain was localized
and continuous in nature which was revealed by
analgesics. The extraction of 47 was done in our
college itself before three weeks due to pain and
pus drainage. Intraoral periapical radiograph
(IOPA) of 47 which was taken during extraction
showed alveolar bone loss mainly with distal root.
[Figure-1] RCT was suggested but the patient
preferred extraction. There was a history of
uneventful extraction of 48 due to pain and
mobility two months back. On examination the
extraction socket revealed a reddish proliferative
growth with surrounding gingiva swollen and
inflamed. [Figure-2]

He had no habit history in his life. His past medical
history didn’t reveal anything of significance.
OPG also revealed same finding of previous IOPA
taken during extraction. [Figure-3] Differential
diagnosis of alveolar osteitis, osteomyelitis and
carcinoma of the alveolus were given.

The excisional biopsy was done on same day and
as per surgeon note there was profuse bleeding
during incisional biopsy procedure, so decided for
excisional biopsy. He could see an inward

proliferative growth attached to gingiva extending
to bone. Histopathological sections showed
dysplastic epithelia invading the underlying
connective tissue stroma predominantly in the
form of islands with keratin pearls confirming
well differentiated OSCC of the right alveolus.
[Figure-4]. The patient was referred to oncologic
surgeon and underwent conservative surgical
excision as it was in the initial stage.

Figure-1 Original image of IOPA with 47
showing bone loss mainly with distal root

Figure-2 Original clinical image of proliferate
growth in the extraction socket of 47

Figure-3 Original image of OPG showing bone
loss mainly with distal root 47
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Figure-4 Histological original image shows
dysplastic gingival epithelium invading in to the

connective tissue in the form of islands with keratin
pearls confirming well differentiated squamous cell

carcinoma of the right alveolus. (4X)

Discussion
OSCC is a major global public health hazard with
5,00,000 new cases diagnosed yearly.9 The
commonest etiologic factors associated with
OSCC are smoking and smokeless tobacco, at the
general risk fourfold. Phenol use, exposure to
ultraviolet radiation, iron deficiency, candida
infections, oncogenic viruses and
immunosuppression may play much smaller roles
in etiology.  10Despite rapid advances in treatment
modalities and the oral cavity is amenable to
routine screening and clinical examination for
malignant changes, oral cancer still remains a life
threatening disease with poor prognosis and
survival. This is attributed mainly to delayed
diagnosis or misdiagnosis which is due to varied
site related clinical presentation, mimic benign
oral lesions.11Gingival OSCC is more aggressive
and in its early stage resembles common mucosal
infection, leads to a delay in diagnosis, treatment
and making the prognosis grave. Gingival SCCs
carry a higher risk of metastasis owing to its
proximity to the underlying bone which invites
early invasion.2

In this reported case, which was also initially
misdiagnosed as periodontal lesion as there was
absolutely no clinical features suspecting gingival
OSCC, subsequently an extraction was done
without curettage based on the expert opinion.
RCT was suggested but patient wanted extraction

which favoured early diagnosis OSCC. This case
suggests the need of follow up after extraction to
ensure healing. Misdiagnosis of gingival SCC
leads to invasive procedures such as curettage and
extraction of the tooth worsens the prognosis and
increase the risks of distant metastases.12 Eun–Joo
Choi et al. did a study on the prognosis of gingival
OSCCs in dentate patients diagnosed after
invasive procedures like curettage and extraction.
They found that bone invasion was seen in 75.8%
patients who underwent invasive procedures and
in the rest 24.2% patients bone invasion was not
found after extraction probably it was done
without curettage. This suggests that extraction
of floating teeth without curettage may not
disseminate the cancer cells into the bone
marrow.4

Proliferative growth in extracted socket can be
due to metastatic malignancies from lung, kidney,
liver, prostate, and colorectal. 13 Similar case
presentations can be seen with brown tumour,
non-Hodgkin lymphoma etc.14,15  The prognosis
with gingival carcinomas depends on the
histological grading and clinical extent of the
tumour. A well differentiated early OSCC, as in
our case is generally considered to have a
favourable prognosis. However, the most
important factor for the prognosis is the clinical
stage of the disease. For small and localized
tumour, the 5 year cure rate is around 60%~70%
and if cervical nodal metastasis occurs, the
survival rate is about 25% suggesting importance
of early diagnosis.7 It is prudent to do biopsy of
any unexplained oral lesion which persists for 2
weeks following removal of suspected cause for
early diagnosis of malignancies.7 Treatment of
carcinomas of gingiva is generally a surgical wide
excision. Radiation therapy of carcinoma of
gingiva is avoided due to risk of osteora
dionecrosis.8

Conclusion
Our case showed that clinicians must be aware
that gingival /alveolar carcinoma may initially
present as common lesion that leads to
misdiagnosis or delayed diagnosis. Thus careful
evaluation and follow up are necessary for the
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early diagnosis and better prognosis. This report
reiterates the importance of submitting all gingival
biopsies for histopathological examination and the
need of mandatory follow up after extraction to
ensure normal healing as well.
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